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“But above all these, we claim the right to her own person. 

For here lies the corner stone [sic] of all the injustices done woman, the wrong 

idea from which all other wrongs proceed. She is not acknowledged as mistress of 

herself. From her cradle to her grave she is another’s. We do indeed need and 

demand the other rights of which I have spoken, but let us first obtain ourselves. 

Give us ourselves, and all that belongs to us will follow. We claim that no 

lawmaker, man or husband, shall control woman except as man allows himself to 

be controlled.” 

- Ernestine Rose, speaking to the National Women’s Rights Convention, 1853 
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INTRODUCTION 

 I do not believe I am making a controversial statement by stating that men and women 

are different1. When looking specifically at American society and the historical treatment of 

women in America, this difference becomes even more stark. One large disparity between the 

challenges women and men face is the prevalence of sexual assault on female bodied people – a 

1998 study on sexual violence in America found that women are disproportionately affected, 

with 75% of rape victims being female (Tjaden, 4). Using more recent data, the Rape, Abuse, 

and Incest National Network (RAINN) places the percentage higher, indicating that 90% of rapes 

involve a female victim (Scope of the Problem: Statistics). In order to better understand what 

creates this disparity of sexual violence perpetrated against women, we must first interrogate the 

concept of womanhood.  

What does it mean to be a woman in America? This question has as complex an answer  

as the question is simple. “Man” and “woman” constitute what is known as the gender binary, 

placing “male” and “female” gender identities as opposites. In recent years, there has been a 

push–academically, socially, politically, etc.–to shift the understanding of gender from a binary 

male/female to a spectrum covering a range of gender identities. Individuals who identify as 

“non-binary,” “genderqueer,” “agender,” “bigender,” and others who do not fit the category of 

“man” or “woman” would be thus recognized (Richards; “Understanding Non-Binary People”). 

These conceptions of gender identity are still in the process of being accepted by mainstream 

                                                      
1 There is much contemporary discourse about use of the terms “men” and “women” and whether better terms can 
be utilized to identify these genders. I use the terms in this paper because of they have historically defined how 
“man” and “woman” are understood in American culture and politics and also because the protagonists of both texts 
I focus on below, namely Offred in The Handmaid’s Tale and Chanel Miller in Know My Name, have both explicitly 
been identified as women by the authors.  
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society. Judith Butler, an American scholar, philosopher, and gender theorist, has played an 

important role in shifting the understanding of gender away from a binary modality.  

 Butler is widely known for her theory of gender performativity which states that gender 

does not exist beyond the expression of gender. In a 1988 essay entitled “Performative Act and 

Gender Constitution,” Butler quotes Simone de Beauvoir’s famous line that “one is not born, but, 

rather, becomes a woman,” responding by saying, “in this sense, gender is in no way a stable 

identity or locus of agency from which various acts proceede [sic]; rather it is an identity 

tenuously constituted in time—an identity instituted through a stylized repetition of acts. Further, 

gender is instituted through the stylization of the body and, hence, must be understood as the 

mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, and enactments of various kinds constitute 

the illusion of an abiding gendered self” (519, emphasis original). Butler further elucidates her 

theory put forth in this essay in her books Gender Trouble and Undoing Gender. Butler also 

distinguishes between the conceptions of “sex” and “gender.” 

 Butler interpolates Beauvoir’s claim that “’woman’ is a historical idea and not a natural 

fact” to underscore “the distinction between sex, as biological facticity, and gender, as the 

cultural interpretation or signification of that facticity” (522). To be born a particular sex does 

not make one a woman, rather one must become a woman through learned cultural norms and 

expressions that constitute the sign of “female.” If one must learn to become a woman, then it 

follows that being a woman is not an inherent quality of one’s biology, but rather, as Butler 

proposes, a cultural identity instituted through behavioral and bodily expectations. By troubling 

the commonly held belief that “male” and “female” constitute the entirety of gender identities, 

Butler creates room in the discourse surrounding gender to include people who do not identify 
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with those categories. The behavioral and bodily expectations that constitute gender, particularly 

the identity of a “woman,” have critically impacted the fabric of American society.  

 The differentiation of “man” and “woman” as categories have also led to different 

societal treatments of men and women. Men are expected to adhere to certain cultural 

expectations – this would include appearing physically in a particular way and behaving “like a 

man.” Women experience physical and behavioral expectations as well, leading society to both 

construct and project the expectations for men and women. These expectations can have severe 

consequences. For one, men are conceptualized as having little control over their sexual urges. If 

a man were to engage in nonconsensual sexual activity with another person, it is likely to be 

written off as unmanageable. Additionally, since submissiveness is understood as a feminine 

characteristic, women are less likely to be thought of as oppositional. These attitudes can 

combine to create what is termed by many as “rape culture.”  

 Within rape culture, rape and sexual assault are commonplace and excused as an 

inevitability, focusing blame on those who fail to prevent themselves from being raped rather 

than on the perpetrator. Victims of sexual assault often assume the blame that society assigns to 

them, believing themselves to be at fault. This unjust victim blaming frequently leads to 

immense psychological suffering on the part of rape victims and can result in the worst instances, 

with the victim’s death. Furthermore, it allows perpetrators to remain free to assault more people. 

There is much evidence to show that American society exhibits these toxic traits of rape culture.  

 Writers Margaret Atwood and Chanel Miller place American rape culture under the 

microscope in their literary works. In Atwood’s classic dystopian story, The Handmaid’s Tale, 

rape culture is taken to its worst extreme in the form of the Republic of Gilead: though her book 

is a work of fiction, the society it depicts is directly inspired by the culture of 1980s America. 
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Atwood’s protagonist is a woman who must endure legally and culturally sanctioned rape. This 

foundational aspect of Gileadean society begs readers to ask themselves: in what ways are rape 

and sexual assault sanctioned in America? This question is directly addressed in Chanel Miller’s 

memoir Know My Name. Miller recounts her experience as a victim and survivor of a highly 

publicized sexual assault by Stanford University athlete Brock Turner. Miller navigates the legal 

system and media that attempt to invalidate and minimize her experience. Sexual assaults are 

vastly underreported and those who do report this crime rarely achieve justice. Miller pressed 

charges and endured a trial that extended over eighteen months only to see her rapist be 

sentenced to six months in county jail, still more jail time than most rapists see. Both books are 

written in first-person narrative style, allowing the reader to easily step into the shoes of the 

narrator and better understand their thoughts and experiences. Each narrator describes navigating 

these hostile environments, focusing specifically on their self-conceptions. This narrative 

concentration on perception of self provides crucial insight on the function of trauma on the 

identities of sexual assault victims.  

 The trauma of sexual assault can manifest in a psychological fragmentation of the 

identity of the victim. Atwood’s protagonist describes herself as having two identities, one as a 

Handmaid in Gilead named Offred and the other as who she was in the “time before;” Miller also 

differentiates between herself as “Chanel Miller” and herself as “Emily Doe,” the victim of the 

assault. While the identity of Offred and the identity of Emily Doe are assigned to the women 

(one by a tyrannical government and the other by the American criminal justice system), each of 

the women is able to reconceptualize their new identity beyond her subjugation. I contend that 

the imposed identities of Offred and Emily Doe allow the women to navigate an environment 

that is inhospitable to their primary identities. Specifically, by performing their ascribed imposed 
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identities, they are able to protect their primary identities from the corrupting, harmful effects of 

rape culture. Ultimately, the protagonists are able to move towards reintegrating their imposed 

identities into their primary identities. For both, identity integration occurs primarily through 

telling their stories of victimization.  

 The victimization of women in America has a long history. Because space is limited in 

this thesis, I provide below some historical context essential to understanding the foundations of 

modern rape culture. To begin this brief history, it is important to return again to the categories 

of “man” and “woman” as they are constituted in American society.  

  

A Brief History of Women’s Rights in America 

Upon America’s founding as a sovereign state in the late 1700’s, “male” and “female” 

gender identities were assigned at birth based on the biological sex (determined by the child’s 

genitalia) of the newborn. Using this system of gender identification, children assigned female at 

birth (AFAB) were raised to be women and children assigned male at birth (AMAB) were raised 

to be men.  Notably, Native Americans and people Indigenous to the North American regions 

that are now known as the United States did not subscribe to a binary understanding of gender – 

a Navajo individual named Francis Geronimo Louis from the Chiricahua Apache born Diné tribe 

tells the BBC that they identify as a “two-spirit individual,” someone who embodies both 

masculine and feminine spirits, and specifically as “Nádleehí: someone who is male-bodied, has 

a feminine nature, or who also takes on the roles of a woman and man” (Mohan, 0:40-1:20). 

They say that their culture understands gender as a combination of masculine and feminine 

spirits, not as singularly one or the other. This fluid understanding of gender held by Native 
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Americans stands in stark contrast to the strict gender binary held by early European settlers, 

particularly Puritans.  

 Puritanism is strongly imprinted on the foundation of America. Historian Marilyn J. 

Westerkamp has elaborated the impact of Puritanism on early American culture paying particular 

attention to the formation of gender roles in her book Women in Early American Religion 1600-

1850. She describes women’s place in Puritan society as follows:  

New England society was an English society, and, while Puritans planned to construct a 

biblical nation, at the core of their culture lay a family/household structure grounded within 

a complex of English common law and custom founded upon assumptions of marital unity 

and male superiority. The ideal of female subjection was partially realized in the concept 

of coverture, through which the legal personhood of a woman was completely subsumed 

under her husband’s identity, her property under his ownership. A wife’s dependence 

became not only a matter of cultural, social, and legal restrictions, but necessarily of 

concrete economics as women moved from the households of fathers to husbands. (35-36) 

This patriarchal foundation essential of Puritanism determined nearly every aspect of a woman’s 

life, even positioning her as property of men rather than a civic individual. The subjection of 

women and supremacy of men explicit in Puritan culture carried over into the founding of 

America as a nation in the late 1700’s.  

 One of the foundational documents that established the sovereignty of the United States, 

the Declaration of Independence, states “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are 

created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among 

these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. – That to secure these rights, Governments 

are instituted among Men.” This section of the Declaration of Independence is widely known, it 

is a resounding cry for freedom in the new state, but we might ask, freedom for whom? 
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Certainly, this freedom and equality, the “unalienable rights” the drafters of the Declaration 

spoke of, do not extend to some individuals of their society, particularly those who do not hold 

legal standing as individuals. At the time of the nation’s founding, men controlled the means of 

production for their households, had legal ownership of their wives as property under the law of 

coverture, and were free to exercise corporal punishment as it suited them (Ruggles 1797; 

Salmon 44). As America continued to form, roles for women shifted with the changing cultural 

and political landscape. However, many feminist scholars have argued that America has never 

fully released herself from her patriarchal foundations.  

 While still notably present in modern society, the patriarchal norms rooted in American 

culture have always faced challenges from feminists. The term “feminism” in this thesis will 

refer to the concept of equality of the sexes and the actions taken to provide equal rights and 

opportunities for women. American feminism is frequently conceptualized in “waves,” denoting 

specific periods of social movements and political action taken to alter the shape of American 

culture. The first wave of feminism in the United States consisted of men and women fighting 

for equal political power for women – this first-wave of feminism is considered to begin at the 

Seneca Falls Convention of 1848, the first woman’s rights convention held in the United States 

(Grady; “Report of the Woman’s Rights Convention”). Attendees included women’s rights 

advocates, suffragettes, and abolitionists like Lucretia Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Mary Ann 

M’Clintock, and Frederick Douglass. These early feminists laid the foundation for intellectuals 

onward to conceptualize the differentiation of treatment between men and women in America. 

One such difference is the capacity for bodily autonomy. 

American patriarchal society hinges on the male control of female bodies and the lack of 

female bodily autonomy. To understand rape culture as it exists today, one must understand the 
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assumptions and expectations on which it is based. Theorist Carole Pateman argues that 

traditional American values necessitate female subordination under what she terms “male sex-

right” – put simply, male sex-right is the concept that men should have unfettered access to 

female bodies and female sexuality. This sex-right defines the fundamental contract that men and 

women engage in: the sexual contract. Her book on this topic of the same name enumerates her 

theory of male sex-right and the sexual contract as it precedes any other societal formation.  

Pateman’s The Sexual Contract provides essential context for understanding 

contemporary sexist attitudes that establish rape culture. Pateman engages with classical liberal 

thinkers John Locke, Thomas Hobbes, and Jean-Jacques Rousseau who present the theory of the 

“social contract” as a way for society to move out of a “state of nature” and contract into 

civilized society. America’s Declaration of Independence is seen as an example of a social 

contract, one where men choose to subject themselves to a sovereign nation so that they may 

establish a civilized society. However, Pateman asserts that since women were not constituted as 

civic individuals like men were, women were not on equal ground politically, societally, or 

individually to contract into this society. Pateman theorizes that the “genesis of political right” is 

not the social contract that the classical theorists present, but instead the sexual contract (3).  She 

argues that the political right begins “as patriarchal right or sex-right, the power that men 

exercise over women. The missing half of the story tells how a specifically modern form of 

patriarchy is established” (1) For Pateman, men subjecting women is the first act of “political 

right” that is then imprinted on any ensuing social contract.  

The classical theorists Pateman engages with also conceptualize men and women as 

differing social beings. Pateman notes that, “for all the classic writers (except Hobbes), a 

difference in rationality follows from natural sexual difference” and that “the classic theorists 
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construct a patriarchal account of masculinity and femininity, of what it is to be men and women. 

Only masculine beings are endowed with the attributes and capacities necessary to enter into 

contracts, the most important of which is ownership of property in the person; only men, that is 

to say, are ‘individuals’” (5-6). Having differentiated men and women into the category of “civic 

individuals” and “property,” respectively, Pateman addresses what she calls “a very special kind 

of property, the property that individuals are held to own in their persons” (5). Essentially, each 

person can be conceptualized as a thing to be owned, we know this fundamentally from the law 

of coverture that places women as the property of their fathers or husbands, and if such 

ownership can take place, it is possible for one to own oneself and not be owned by another 

person. For the classical thinkers, this possibility is only extended to men, who by owning 

themselves have the freedom to constitute themselves as individuals. Women, on the other hand, 

are necessarily owned or subjected to a man, indivisible from her status as property or 

subordinate, and thereby cannot constitute herself as an individual. Pateman states,  

With the exception of Hobbes, the classic theorists claim that women naturally lack the 

attributes and capacities of ‘individuals,’ Sexual difference is political difference; sexual 

difference is the difference between freedom and subjection. Women are not party to the 

original contract through which men transform their natural freedom into the security of 

civil freedom. Women are the subject of the contract. The (sexual) contract is the vehicle 

through which men transform their natural right over women into the security of civil 

patriarchal right. (6) 

Pateman suggests that through the sexual contract, men transform their power over women from 

a natural right to a civic right. Pateman’s assertion that men have transformed what is considered 

a “natural superiority” by the classical thinkers into civil society’s fabric has enormous 

evidentiary support in the legal history of the United States.  
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Pateman notes that some elements of the sexual contract had been challenged by the time 

she published her book. For instance, she says, “husbands no longer enjoy the extensive right 

over their wives that they possessed in the mid-nineteenth century when wives had the legal 

standing of property. But, in the 1980s, this aspect of conjugal subjection lingers on in legal 

jurisdictions that still refuse to admit any limitation to a husband’s access to his wife’s body and 

so deny that rape is possible within marriage” (7). Pateman was correct at the time as marital 

rape, or the rape of a wife by her husband, was not a crime nationwide until 1993 (Bennice 231). 

At the time I am writing this thesis, 49 of the 50 states have removed all laws that differentiate 

between marital rape and non-marital rape; South Carolina is the only state that still requires that 

the “act involves a weapon or highly aggravated violence” for the perpetrator to be considered 

criminally liable with still a shorter maximum sentence of 10 years as opposed to a maximum of 

30 years for non-spousal rape cases (Stanley). So, while the legal changes over the years have 

meant women are granted more freedoms and considered civic individuals, elements of the 

sexual contract that subjugates women to men still persist in the US legal system. The 

persistence of these inequalities is consistently met with feminist opposition.   

 

Rape Culture as a Result of Male Supremacy/Female Subjugation   

 Second-, third-, and fourth-wave feminisms have dramatically shifted the circumstances 

for women in America over the last fifty years, but many forms of gender inequality persist. One 

of the major ways male supremacy/female subjugation persists in America is through the 

epidemic of sexual assault. Sexual assault in America is tragically common, with approximately 

1 out of 6 American women experiencing a rape or rape attempt in her lifetime (“Victims of 

Sexual Violence”). While approximately 1 in 33 men are also victims of sexual violence, women 
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are disproportionately affected by sexual assault. Despite this crime being incredibly prevalent in 

America, less than a third of rapes are reported and less than 1% result in felony convictions of 

perpetrators (Van Dam). These shocking statistics reflect a culture that pardons male perpetrators 

of sexual violence and encourages victims to remain silent; these attitudes are reflective of what 

is termed “rape culture.”  

 In her book Rape Culture on Campus, scholar Meredith Minister “unties the knot” of 

rape culture in American society focusing specifically on college campuses. Part I of her book 

attempts to “develop an understanding of rape as a broad cultural phenomenon with religious, 

specifically Protestant-evangelical, roots” (1). The required purity and chastity of women in 

Puritan New England paired with ubiquitous subjection to men allowed a culture to develop in 

America men could exercise their “male sex-right,” in Pateman’s terms, unchallenged. First, 

because of the woman’s lack of civic individuality, she did not have any space wherein to object 

socially or legally (since she was relegated to the home and held the legal status of property). As 

women gained more freedoms in both the social and legal spheres, they increasingly claimed 

space to object to male sex-right. However, these objections would be interpreted by a society 

that still prioritizes male freedoms over female bodily autonomy. Minister enumerates “two key 

mechanisms for animating rape culture…[cultural] expectations around purity and violence” (2). 

In short, Minister argues that the Protestant-evangelical foundations of American culture have 

led to a society that expects women to be pure and men to be violent. When sexual assault 

involves a male perpetrator and female victim (the most common scenario), cultural expectations 

for men are affirms while the affected women are viewed as insufficiently “feminine.”  

Persistent cultural expectations that women be “pure” can cause victims of sexual 

violence to feel ashamed for having been violated. Cultural expectations for female behavior 
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may even impact how the victim responds to the rape itself: as Sharon Marcus states in her essay 

“Fighting Bodies, Fighting Words: A Theory and Politics of Rape Prevention,” “women’s 

noncombative responses to rapists often derive as much from the self-defeating rules which 

govern polite, empathetic feminine conversation as they do from explicit physical fear,” 

suggesting that women are taught to not create disturbances in polite society (389). Continuing, 

Marcus says, “the language of rape solicits women to position ourselves as endangered, violable, 

and fearful and invites men to position themselves as legitimately violent and entitled to 

women’s sexual services” (390). Rape and its commonality serve to perpetuate the positioning of 

men as powerful and women and powerless. This idea is directly rooted in the history of 

women’s position as property of men and the entitlement provided by male sex-right. In her 

discussion of the book Rape: The Price of Coercive Sexuality, Marcus articulates that “the 

adherents of rape culture see female sexuality as a property which only men can truly own, 

which women often hoard, which can thus justifiably be wrested from us, and which women 

themselves merely hold in trust for a lawful owner”; she further states that the authors advocate 

for “a female person’s right to contract to exchange her own sexual property. They thus seek to 

reinforce women’s property in themselves and to guarantee women’s ‘right to the exclusive 

ownership and control of their own bodies’” (398). The right of a woman to own herself is a 

foundational element of the feminist struggle towards equality. This is evinced by Ernestine 

Rose’s speech to the National Women’s Rights Convention of 1853 wherein she said, “let us first 

obtain ourselves. Give us ourselves, and all that belongs to us will follow. We claim that no 

lawmaker, man or husband, shall control woman except as man allows himself to be controlled.” 

This “obtaining of the self” is only further complicated by women who experience sexual 

violence.  
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Trauma and the Female “Self”  

 As noted above, sexual assault’s violation of female bodily autonomy can deeply impact 

a woman’s sense of self. To better understand the fragmentation of self that can occur in the 

wake of a sexual assault, I will present relevant psychological theories of trauma. While one’s 

identity is somewhat constituted by their environment and culture, I argue that it is also partially 

established by one’s own self-conception. When someone experiences trauma, the individual 

must then contend with a fractured understanding of their environment and themselves. 

Particularly if the individual is still in the environment that created the trauma, or is in an 

environment that would invalidate it, I assert the resulting identity crises the individual 

experiences can be utilized to navigate that inhospitable environment. In The Handmaid’s Tale, 

this is exemplified by Offred surviving long-term in Gilead despite its perpetual traumas; in 

Know My Name, Chanel Miller is able to use her identity as Emily Doe to withstand the shame 

and isolation the accompany assault survivors exacerbated by rape culture. Altered self-

conception and identity changes that can occur in the aftermath of assault are a central focus of 

trauma theorist Judith Herman’s book Trauma and Recovery.  

 Herman closely examines the impact of sexual assault on women’s identity. She begins 

by introducing the contemporary reemergence of trauma studies, saying  

As in the case of rape, the initial work on domestic violence and the sexual abuse of 

children grew out of the feminist movement…the psychological investigations of domestic 

violence and child sexual abuse led to a rediscovery of the syndrome of psychological 

trauma…only after 1980, when the efforts of combat veterans had legitimated the concept 

of post-traumatic stress disorder, did it become clear that the psychological syndrome seen 

in survivors of rape, domestic battery, and incest was essentially the same. (31-32).  
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Herman continues by outlining some of the components of posttraumatic stress disorder 

including terror, hyperarousal, and intrusion. Herman cites psychiatrist Mardi Horowitz as a 

fellow trauma theorist who suggests individuals have a certain “inner schemata” of themselves 

and their world and that “trauma, by definition, shatters these ‘inner schemata’… the trauma is 

resolved only when the survivor develops a new mental ‘schema’ for understanding what has 

happened” (41). This fracturing causes a disconnect between an individual and her understanding 

of herself and her world. Herman begins her third chapter discussing this topic.  

 Herman presents her theory on the fragmented identities of trauma survivors, specifically 

survivors of childhood sexual violence, in her section titled “The Damaged Self” (52). Since 

Herman analyzes the identities of survivors of childhood sexual abuse, her conclusions are 

specific to that population, particularly people who have endured prolonged periods of violence 

as opposed to someone who experienced a solitary event. However, I still find her analysis useful 

for understanding the fragmented mind of a trauma survivor. Herman begins, saying, “A secure 

sense of connection with caring people is the foundation of personality development. When this 

connection is shattered, the traumatized person loses her basic sense of self” (52). It is important 

to differentiate between “personality” and “identity” before proceeding – “personality,” as 

defined by the American Psychological Association, “refers to individual differences in 

characteristic patterns of thinking, feeling, and behaving”; “identity” is defined by the APA as 

“an individual’s sense of self defined by (a) a set of physical, psychological, and interpersonal 

characteristics that is not wholly shared with any other person and (b) a range of affiliations (e.g. 

ethnicity) and social roles.” A brief example could be that if someone is tall, they might identify 

as a “tall person.” This is not a component of their personality, but an element of their identity. If 

the person was six feet tall and lived in a place where everyone was five feet tall, their identity as 
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a tall person would be maintained. However, if they were to move to a place where everyone is 

seven feet tall, their identity would shift, now understanding themselves as a “short person.” This 

example is only given to show the essential flexibility of identity as opposed to personality 

which is necessarily characteristic of the individual. Trauma, Herman says, disrupts the 

individual’s “basic sense of self.” When this occurs, the victim must attempt to reconstruct their 

identity.  

 In her section “A Double Self,” Herman describes the difficulty that children face when 

being abused by a trusted adult. She asserts that children take on the blame for the abuse, 

considering themselves somehow responsible, in order to protect the perception of the adult as a 

trusted protector. She writes that “by developing a contaminated, stigmatized identity, the child 

victim takes the evil of the abuser into herself and thereby preserves her primary attachments to 

[the perpetrator]” (105). She continues on to say that after the abuse, children may attempt to 

“salvage a more positive identity,” but Herman does not think there is space for this. She says, 

“these contradictory identities, a debased and an exalted self, cannot integrate…rather, the 

victim’s self-representations remain rigid, exaggerated, and split” (106). Herman uses language 

like “contaminated” and “deformed” to describe the identity taken on by a child of abuse. While 

she does seem to be suggesting that an individual can maintain a “double self” as she titles her 

section, her analysis of child identity development suggests that an individual is only able to 

possess one identity, an either corrupt or martyred one. Herman demonstrates this again in her 

section on recovery.  

 Herman proposes a number of methods of recovery for victims of abuse and essential to 

all is the reconciliation of self. She writes that once a victim has begun to heal, “compassion and 

respect for the traumatized, victim self join with a celebration of the survivor self” (203). 
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However, once again, these two selves that Herman describes (one being the “victim” and the 

other the “survivor”) still cannot coexist: “gaining possession of oneself often requires 

repudiating those aspects of the self that were imposed by the trauma. As the survivor sheds her 

victim identity, she may also choose to renounce parts of herself that have felt almost intrinsic to 

her being” (203). While I agree with Herman that self-acceptance aids in large part to the 

survivor regaining “possession of herself,” I disagree with the idea that a portion of her self must 

be shed in order to do so. In Herman’s theory, the identity of the individual “prior to the trauma 

is irrevocably destroyed” necessitating its disposal (56). The literary texts I examine in this thesis 

affirm many of the psychological dimensions that Herman outlines, including the ways trauma 

can alter identity conception. However, the texts I engage with show that victims are able to 

utilize their double identities to navigate hostile environments instead of ridding themselves of a 

supposedly “damaged” identity. Both texts analyzed in this thesis show the protagonist’s identity 

as a victim progressing towards incorporation into their primary identity. 

 Butler’s theory of gender performativity can help to re-evaluate Herman’s insistence on 

“shedding” a prior self. Identity as conceptualized by Butler consists entirely of expressions. 

Unlike Herman, Butler’s assertions insist that there is no fundamental identity of a person to 

destroy. Furthermore, Herman suggests that in order to survive and recover from trauma, the 

individual must take on a solitary new identity that can support her altered circumstances. Butler 

rejects the suggestion that any person can have a singular “identity,” saying, 

The masculine/feminine binary constitutes not only the exclusive framework in which 

[women] can be recognized, but in every other way the ‘specificity’ of the feminine is once 

again fully decontextualized and separated off analytically and politically from the 

constitution of class, race, ethnicity, and other axes of power relations that both constitute 

‘identity’ and make the singular notion of identity a misnomer. (Gender Trouble 6).  
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Plainly, since identity cannot be understood outside of the context of one’s surroundings, and 

since one’s surroundings are never entirely stable, one’s identity cannot be understood as fixed.  

I disagree in part with both Herman and Butler. Addressing Butler, I accept her assertion 

that gender identity is constituted through expression and particularly that culture shapes identity 

through a prescribed “stylized repetition of acts” as quoted earlier. However, I assert that there is 

more that constitutes identity than “the very ‘expressions’ that are said to be its results” (34). I 

contend that the texts analyzed in this thesis prove that one may perform a particular identity to 

operate in an environment that is inhospitable to one’s primary identity. In her discussion of 

Foucault’s theories on power, political subjects, and juridical systems, Butler agrees that 

“subjects regulated by such [juridical] structures are, by virtue of being subjected to them, 

formed, defined, and reproduced in accordance with the requirements of those structures” (3). 

When a subject is individually regulated by such legal structures, which I believe to be present in 

all societies to a degree, I argue that the subject may perform her identity to conform with the 

structures that both establish and necessitate it, but may also keep hidden a primary identity that 

rejects conformity. Through this utilization of a dual identity, the primary identity, or perhaps 

“authentic” identity (though I will not be wading into the metaphysical debate on authenticity as 

a concept), remains unadulterated from corrupting influence. My disagreement with Herman 

springs from this argument.  

The recovery that results from a survivor’s ability for self-possession comes from the 

acceptance of the whole self, not only the unmarred self as Herman suggests. Returning to the 

point of fracture, if a victim were to believe her former identity were truly corrupted and 

irredeemable, then all that she was at the time at the point of victimization becomes relegated to 

the past, damaged self. However, I contend that the imposed identity that occurs through 
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victimization can be repositioned and employed to push back against the environment that 

necessitates it. Through this repositioning, the victim is able to operate this identity as a means of 

resistance and reclaim the power that was lost thorough her victimization. If the victim identity 

were to be left behind, as Herman suggests, then the individual would not be able to voice protest 

on the behalf of herself as a victim. The large-scale impact of this absence of a counter-narrative 

supplied by the victim would result in society remaining in a reactive state rather than a proactive 

one that shifts blame culturally from the abused to the abuser. By constituting herself through 

language, the victim identity is able to voice protest against the circumstances of her 

victimization. This ultimately allows the individual to reintegrate her victim identity into her 

base identity.  

 

Dual Identities in The Handmaid’s Tale and Know My Name 

 In chapter 7 of Herman’s book, she states, “the first principle of recovery is the 

empowerment of the survivor. She must be the author and arbiter of her own recovery” (133). 

Taking my cue from Herman, I turn to two texts that explore the complex ways that sexual 

assault can impact a woman’s identity, as well as the importance of coming-to-voice, the ways 

that telling one’s story of sexual assault can allow a survivor to be the “author and arbiter of her 

own recovery.” The first, a novel, is The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood; the second, a 

memoir, is Know My Name by Chanel Miller. Comparing the women in these texts and their 

experiences with sexual assault and identity is beneficial for a few reasons: for one, they both 

provide critical cultural commentary on the temperature of gender relations at two points of 

American history, Atwood’s in the mid-Eighties and Miller’s in our contemporary moment; 

secondly, they present the interiority crucial to understanding the workings of one’s mind, rather 
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than presenting the experience of a victim from an external perspective; further, essential to each 

of the narratives is the employment of identity as a means of survival. I have frames this 

particular comparison because of each text’s effect on the shape of our current cultural moment – 

both victim identities presented in the texts have been taken up by individuals hoping to affect 

change towards an anti-rape culture.  

 The victim identities of “Offred” in The Handmaid’s Tale and “Emily Doe” in Know My 

Name have become symbols of resistance against rape culture in America. Offred, a Handmaid 

in the Republic of Gilead, wears a recognizable uniform of a white bonnet and red robes. After 

the success of the Hulu television show based on the novel, women began donning the 

unmistakable costume to protest injustices against women. The costumes have been worn at the 

Supreme Court in objection to Brett Kavanaugh’s confirmation, on Capital Hill to protest the 

defunding of Planned Parenthood, and at the Golden Globe awards in 2018 to support the anti-

harassment organization Time’s Up (Bradley). Atwood has commented on the use of the 

handmaid costume, saying “Because it’s a visual symbol, women can use it without gear of 

being arrested for causing a disturbance, as they would be for shouting in places like legislatures. 

No one can accuse them of being immodest: they are well covered up. But everyone seeing these 

groups of women know what they mean in the context of the individual protest” (Beaumont). 

The handmaid’s uniform is essential to the performance of Offred’s identity and is therefore an 

optimal element for others to adopt. Emily Doe, on the other hand, is not seen like Offred, but 

rather heard. Her victim impact statement has been read aloud by countless individuals, her voice 

coming from their mouths. Towards the end of her book, Miller recalls learning that Emily Doe 

had inspired a section of Hillary Clinton’s 2016 concession speech – the book reads, “Wherever 

she is, I hope Emily Doe knows how much her words and her strength meant to so many. At a 
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moment of monumental loss, she had consulted the [victim impact statement] for hope” (Know 

My Name 291). In these ways, the victim identities of both Offred and Emily Doe have been 

influential in shaping the culture of contemporary America.  

 This thesis seeks to inform the understanding of identity duality in the wake of sexual 

assault, how the identity as a victim can be repurposed to protect the true identity of the 

individual, and how the articulation of victim experience through storytelling can assist in 

identity reintegration. Both The Handmaid’s Tale and Know My Name have become essential 

reading in the #MeToo era of American history as our culture shifts further away from its 

misogynistic roots towards what I term an “anti-rape culture.” Indispensable to cultural change 

towards a more equitable future for the sexes is listening to and understanding the stories of 

women who have been victims of a hostile culture. It is for this reason that the analyses of 

Offred/June in The Handmaid’s Tale and Chanel Miller/Emily Doe in Know My Name are 

presented below.  
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CHAPTER 1: THE DUAL IDENTITIES OF OFFRED/JUNE IN THE HANDMAID’S TALE 

 

 

 Margaret Atwood’s 1985 novel The Handmaid’s Tale has seen a resurgence in popularity 

in recent years. The critical acclaim and overall success of the 2017 Hulu television series based 

on the book is partly responsible for this renewed attention – telling the story of Offred, a 

Handmaid in the fictional Republic of Gilead, The Handmaid’s Tale resonates with American 

audiences over decades of cultural and political shifts due to the similarities of the early 1980’s 

and mid- to late-2010’s. In a 1986 interview in The Philadelphia Inquirer, Atwood states, “this is 

the biggest reception I’ve ever had on a book;” recently, sales of the book soared after the 2016 

election of Donald Trump (Zeidner; Williamson 262). Atwood attributes the enduring relevance 

of her story to one central element: truth. Atwood regularly emphasizes that nothing occurs in the 

novel that has not already happened in the course of human history. Atwood’s 2017 introduction 

to the book reads, “If I was to create an imaginary garden, I wanted the toads in it to be real. One 

of my rules was that I would not put any events into the book that had not already happened in 

what James Joyce called the ‘nightmare’ of history, nor any technology not already available. No 

imaginary gizmos, no imaginary laws, no imaginary atrocities. God is in the details, so is the 

devil” (The Handmaid’s Tale xiv). In the 2019 documentary Margaret Atwood: A Word After a 

Word After a Word is Power, Atwood explains “the reason I made that rule was because I didn’t 

want anyone saying, ‘you certainly have a twisted, weird, evil imagination, you made up all 

these bad things.’ I didn’t make them up” (1:01:40-56). Atwood’s dramatic dystopian society is 

truly not much different from the world that inspired it.    

The Handmaid’s Tale is firmly based in historical fact. In the above documentary on her, 

she cites the 1966 Romanian Decree 770 and the practice of Lebensborn in Nazi Germany as 
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examples of governmentally mandated child bearing: Decree 770 legally prohibited women from 

using contraceptives until they had borne at least four children; Lebensborn was a program 

implemented by Heinrich Himmler that encouraged Nazi officials to impregnate unwed Aryan 

women, called biological wives, to produce children for a “master race” that would “grow up to 

lead a Nazi-Aryan nation” (Upton; “The Nazi Party: The “Lebensborn” Program). Atwood was 

especially aware of these acts of government overreach, explaining that, “having been born in 

1939 and come to consciousness during World War II, I knew that established orders could 

vanish overnight” (xii). While living in West Germany in 1984, she was inspired by “the 

wariness, the feeling of being spied on, the silences, the changes of subject, the oblique ways in 

which people might convey information” (xiii). Although everything in the book is inspired by 

real-world occurrences, Atwood still questioned if her audience could be convinced of such 

terrifying possibilities:  

Back in 1984, the main premise seemed—even to me—fairly outrageous. Would I be able to 

persuade readers that the United States of America had suffered a coup that had transformed an 

erstwhile liberal democracy into a literal-minded theocratic dictatorship? In the book, the 

Constitution and Congress are no longer: the Republic of Gilead is built on a foundation of the 

seventeenth-century Puritan roots that have always lain beneath the modern-day America we 

thought we knew. (xiv). 

Any modern reader can look to the events of January 6th, 2021 and recognize an extremist 

faction’s attempt to disrupt American democracy, but no such insurrection had taken place close 

to the 1985 publication of the novel. Instead, the influence of extremists were far more insidious 

and subtle.  

 Atwood responds in her novel to the extremist evangelical movements of the 1980s. She 

calls the conservative 1980s a “pushback decade” against the liberal culture of 1960s and 70s. In 
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opposition to the sexual liberation movement and feminist advancements made in the prior 

decades, the 1980s saw evangelical groups like the Moral Majority and the New Christian Right 

form. These groups advocated a return to fundamental Christian values and attempted to reverse 

certain cultural and political changes made by feminists. Because Atwood’s novel is directly 

linked to the real-world events that inspired it, it is essential to know the historical context in 

which the book was written.  

 

Historical Context of the Novel 

The second-wave of feminism in America began in the early 1960s and lasted for two 

decades. In 1949, Simone de Beauvoir’s influential book The Second Sex was published. The 

book argues that throughout history, men have been considered “individuals” and selves and 

women have been envisioned as objects and “Other.” Betty Friedan credited The Second Sex 

with catalyzing the second-wave of feminism in America and the publication of her own book 

The Feminine Mystique in 1963. Friedan’s book highlights the stories of dissatisfied housewives 

who feel as though their needs are not being met by their present circumstances. Freidan inspired 

other second-wave feminists to advocate for feminist goals such as accessibility to the 

workplace, but concerns of the second-wave quickly expanded to other issues as well.  

Sexuality and sexual expression were key aspects of second-wave feminism that were 

largely absent from the first-wave. Influential feminists spoke on issues of prostitution and 

pornography, sexual liberation, and the importance of access to contraceptive medication and 

safe and legal abortion services. Journalist Gloria Steinem’s 1963 essay on her experience 

undercover as a Playboy Bunny drew widespread acclaim from feminists – pornographic 

magazines like Playboy began to be understood as perpetuating chauvinistic attitudes that derive 
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from male sex-right (Farber 256). Radical feminists like Andrea Dworkin and Catharine A. 

MacKinnon rejected pornography, claiming that it promotes sexual violence, torture, rape, and 

the dehumanization and sexual subordination of women (MacKinnon 176). The two created the 

organization Women Against Pornography (WAP) and proposed Antipornography Civil Rights 

Ordinances in 1980 that would attempt to define pornography as a violation of women’s civil 

rights. The ordinances had mixed success, being passed by city councils but ultimately rejected 

by courts and city officials who argue that such ordinances would be in violation of the First 

Amendment (Brownmiller 318). Many second-wave feminists were also in opposition to WAP, 

arguing instead that pornography existed as proof of the sexual freedom of women. These “sex-

positive” feminists held that male control over female sexual expression is what perpetuates 

patriarchy in America and that sexual liberation and women’s rights are interlinked 

(Radharkrishnan). The divide between anti-pornography feminists and sex-positive feminists led 

to the feminist sex wars in the late 1970s and 80s, effectively fracturing the second-wave of the 

feminist movement beyond repair (Atmore 92). Before its conflict-stricken ending, second-wave 

feminists did succeed in passing multiple laws and policies that helped redress gender inequality.  

Extensive legal changes occurred directly resulting from advocacy of second-wave 

feminists. The Equal Pay Act of 1963, an amendment of the FLSA of 1938, prevented employers 

from discriminating against employees on the basis of sex (“Equal Pay Act of 1963”). One year 

later, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was passed and similar protection against discrimination on 

the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin was granted under Title VII – the 

subsequent formation of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission was charged with 

enforcing these protections (“Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964”). In 1965, the Supreme 

Court ruled in Griswold v. Connecticut that married couples should have a right to purchase and 
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use contraceptives without government interference (“Landmark Cases: Griswold v. 

Connecticut”). The next year, in 1966, Freidan and other feminists founded the National 

Organization for Women (NOW), an organization with the purpose “to take action to bring 

women into full participation in the mainstream of American society now, exercising all 

privileges and responsibilities thereof in truly equal partnership with men” (“Statement of 

Purpose”). NOW succeeded in influencing many articles of legislation: Title IX in 1972 and the 

Women’s Educational Equality Act in 1974 that attempted to remove sex-discrimination in 

education programs; the Equal Credit Opportunity Act of 1974 that prevented creditors from 

discriminating on the basis of sex; and the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 that amended 

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to include the prohibition of discrimination “on the 

basis of pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions” from employers (“20 U. S. Code § 

1681-Sex”; “Subpart 21 – Women’s Educational Equality”; “Equal Credit Opportunity Act”; 

“The Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978”). However, one extremely influential Supreme 

Court decision that feminists advocated for has remained controversial to present day. 

Abortion continues to be a contentious issue following the Supreme Court case Roe v. 

Wade in 1973. Roe effectively legalized the termination of pregnancy through abortion 

nationwide. Prior Supreme Court decisions like Griswold v. Connecticut set a legal precedent for 

Roe, though unlike Griswold and other feminist legal victories, the Roe decision continues to be 

debated in present day. In a review by Barbara Burrell of the book Roe v. Wade: The Abortion 

Rights Controversy in American History, she states, “[Roe] became important during this time as 

an outgrowth of the women’s rights movement; the debate was bitter because it centered on two 

opposing moral worlds; and each side developed their arguments based on what they believed 

were traditional American values” (547). Traditionally for evangelical conservatives, women 
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were understood as property of their husbands instead of civic individuals. Therefore, husbands 

exercise control over their wives’ bodies. The Roe decision conflicts with this viewpoint and 

gives bodily control and autonomy to the woman. Perhaps surprising to some, the GOP was not 

always anti-abortion. 

Republicans of the 1960s believed that abortions were private decisions made for family 

planning, but this attitude shifted with President Richard Nixon’s 1972 reelection campaign 

(Williams 515). A 1969 book by Kevin Phillips entitled The Emerging Republican Majority 

argued that courting “heavily Catholic regions of Michigan and northern Illinois” would lead to 

huge political gains for Republicans, so Nixon’s head political strategist Harry Dent put this plan 

into action (quoted in Williams 517). Dent, widely credited with masterminding President 

Nixon’s “southern strategy,” felt that the Midwestern Catholic vote would be vital just as the 

Protestant Southern vote was in the reelection and thus created the “Catholic strategy” 

(Prendergast 158). The Catholic strategy centered mostly on limiting abortion rights on the 

ground of preserving “the sanctity of human life – including the life of the yet unborn,” drawing 

many Catholics to vote Republican in 1972 (Williams 518). Nixon’s new strict stance on 

abortion appealed not only to Catholics who believed that life begins at fertilization, but also 

“social conservatives who perhaps had been amenable to abortion law liberalization at one time, 

but who were turning against the idea because their opposition to feminism and the sexual 

revolution” (521). Abortion quickly became a fighting ground between feminists and religious 

organizations.  

Abortion became heavily politicized in the 1970s. Once considered a private family 

matter and widely touted as acceptable by “Protestant-led birth-control campaigns,” abortion 

rights became inextricably linked to the sexual liberation movement. Now symbolizing 
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premarital sex and out-of-wedlock pregnancy, Protestants and Catholics alike became loudly 

vocal on abortion’s amoral nature – abortion was no longer a private family decision, but 

something that was against the law of God (525). With Nixon’s resignation in the wake of the 

Watergate scandal, both pro-choice and anti-abortion issues fell out of the political mainstream 

during the Ford and Carter administrations. These issues resurfaced during Ronald Reagan’s bid 

for the presidency in the late 1970’s. 

Reagan’s success in his first presidential campaign as the Republican party’s nominee is 

partly attributable to his close ties to vocal religious organizations that heavily opposed abortion 

rights. Reagan gained widespread support of Catholics and evangelical Christians who opposed 

abortion when the Republican party endorsed the Human Life Amendment in 1980, an 

amendment that guarantees the “right to life” to all, including embryonic fetuses (Williams 533; 

Kinsley). Evangelical pastor Jerry Falwell and his Moral Majority movement strongly supported 

Reagan because of his stance against abortion rights as well as other “amoral” practices 

(Williams 533). Falwell, the Moral Majority movement, and the “New Christian Right” ushered 

in a new era of political conservatism inseparably bound to Christian ideology. 

The Association of Religion Data Archives defines the Religious Right as “a conservative 

coalition in the United States that has risen in prominence since the late 1970s and has moved 

many formerly politically marginalized religious conservatives to engage the political process” 

(Payne). Many religious conservatives were concerned about the perceived decline in the 

country’s morality evinced by Supreme Court decisions like Roe and “sought political advocacy 

as a means to return ‘Christian’ values to the country.” Falwell and other Christian Right leaders 

explicitly encouraged their followers to take political action and advocate for “[the return to] an 

earlier ‘Christian America,’ and an opposition against ‘secular humanism’ as the agent of moral 
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decline in America” (Marty 14). According to Martin Marty in his article on “Morality, Ethics, & 

the New Christian Right,” the Moral Majority’s success in recruiting members was partially due 

to their dynamic use of the media – Falwell was a well-known televangelist who advertised the 

Moral Majority in newspapers and by phone (14). In one such advertisement in The News and 

Observer in Raleigh, North Carolina, a large quote from Falwell grabs the reader’s attention: 

“They have labeled Moral Majority the Extreme Right because we speak out against Extreme 

Wrong!” (Moral Majority Ad 128). Marty notes this extremist rhetoric as a “Manichean passion 

for dividing the world into dual camps: God versus Satan, elect people versus sinners, Christians 

versus secularists” (15). While Falwell clearly understood the power of binary opposition, his 

organization focused largely on conflating one core American division.  

The Moral Majority and New Christian Right operated in part to remove the separation of 

church and state. Ironically, in the advertisement run in The News and Observer, the first item 

listed under the Moral Majority’s stances on vital issues reads “1. We believe in the separation of 

church and state” followed by “2. We are pro-life” and “3. We are pro-traditional family.” 

Seeing as the Moral Majority is a Christian organization that compels members to political 

action, the conclusion that the Moral Majority supported the separation of church and state is 

implausible. One particularly striking political cartoon appeared on the cover of the December 

14, 1980 issue of the Sunday Democrat and Chronicle in Rochester, New York: the image 

depicts a hand holding a cross; perched on the cross is a bald eagle wearing both a hood to block 

its eyesight and a chain around its ankle that the hand is also holding. The message is clear – he 

who controls the cross controls the country. The headline reads “Will the Majority rule?” a 

question to determine the level of influence the Moral Majority and New Christian Right would 

have on recently elected president Ronald Reagan. The accompanying article discusses the 
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changes the Moral Majority would like to see made in America: “the group sees the possibility of 

an America governed in terms of Protestant fundamentalist doctrine. In this bureaucracy there 

would be only one book of regulations: the Bible, in which God has told man exactly how to 

live” (Myers 1). As Moral Majority leader Rev. Daniel C. Fore stated, “We live and speak totally 

by the Bible…If we examine an issue, we can find a biblical qualification or denial for it. We 

make any and all decisions – even economic ones – in terms of the Bible” (1). Certainly, the 

Moral Majority promoted the use of Christian theology and texts to govern the country.  

This Protestant-based ideological shift in political conservatism also resulted in stressing 

the importance of the so-called traditional family structure. In America, this is considered a 

family of one heterosexual couple, a cis-gendered man and woman, who are married in a 

Christian ceremony and raise a child or children together with the wife taking on the majority of 

the childcare responsibilities and the husband taking on the wage-earning responsibilities. The 

connection between political conservatism and the adherence to the traditional family structure 

persists: in November of 2020, Senator Lindsey Graham of South Carolina stated, “I want every 

young woman to know there’s a place for you in America if you are pro-life, if you embrace your 

religion, and you follow a traditional family structure, that you can go anywhere, young lady” 

(O’Connell, emphasis added). Graham’s statement unwittingly emphasizes a key element of a 

conservative extremist society – that the treatment of women is markedly different than that of 

men. Graham notably only addresses young women in this statement encouraging pro-life 

attitudes and the following of the traditional family structure. Graham’s exclusion of men from 

his address unwittingly highlights the disparity of impact that political conservatism and 

religious extremism has on the sexes. Women’s freedoms are restricted where men’s are not in a 

society that is founded on socially conservative political and religious principles. Aiming to 
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highlight this imbalance of power and how it can manifest as violence in women’s lives, 

Margaret Atwood sets her dystopia in an American future that takes political and religious 

conservatism to the extreme.  

 

Welcome to Gilead  

Atwood watched as decades of progress made by women towards gaining rights and 

respect, working outside the home, and choosing what to do with their own wombs, began to slip 

backwards. She saw the pendulum swing towards a return to “traditional” Christian values, a 

blurring of the line between church and state, and a backlash against the social advancement of 

women. Inspired by the idea of how such a society might be navigated by a woman, Atwood 

chooses to make her protagonist female.  

Many have labeled The Handmaid’s Tale a feminist dystopia, but Atwood disagrees with 

that categorization. Atwood’s fictional society of Gilead is based in part on George Orwell’s 

totalitarian regime of Ingsoc in 1984. Orwell’s protagonist, Winston Smith, is a man living in an 

extremely oppressive society; Atwood wanted to tell the story of a woman in a similarly 

oppressive society and how her oppression may differ from a man’s. In Atwood’s dystopia, 

reproduction has sharply declined, resulting in people with reproductive potential becoming 

especially valuable. This puts Atwood’s protagonist in a particularly interesting position as a 

person with a functioning womb – Gilead has removed her most basic freedoms, like the 

freedom to read and write, but she holds within her the most valuable asset in their world. In this 

way, Atwood’s protagonist exists in a liminal space as both an objectified victim and as a 

valuable commodity. Because of the value she holds, Atwood’s protagonist is not the most 

disenfranchised member of Gileadean society. According to Atwood, for The Handmaid’s Tale 
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to be a feminist dystopia would mean that power is distributed flatly along gender lines – she 

states, “I would argue that strictly speaking, The Handmaid’s Tale is not a feminist dystopia but 

instead falls within the parameters of the dystopia as a form…the real test is, if you told this 

story from the point of view of a non-dominant class man in it, it would still be a dystopia” 

(Dvorak 25). Gilead is a dystopia for nearly every character in Atwood’s novel, save only for the 

Commander, a high-ranking male official who runs the household that Offred serves as a 

Handmaid. Because Gilead is a pyramid shaped society with men and women existing at all tiers 

(including high powered females like the Commander’s wife who has power over men in lower 

tiers), Gilead cannot be defined as a “feminist” dystopia.  

 Since the majority of the novel’s characters are women and the story itself centers on the 

experiences of women in a dystopian society, it is often labeled as a “feminist dystopia.” 

Explaining her inspiration from 1984, Atwood states that she “wanted to try a dystopia from the 

female point of view – the world according to Julia [1984’s main female character], as it were. 

However, this does not make The Handmaid’s Tale a ‘feminist dystopia,’ except insofar as 

giving a woman a voice and an inner life will always be considered ‘feminist’ by those who 

think women out not to have these things” (“The Handmaid’s Tale and Oryx and Crake ‘In 

Context’” 516). Furthermore, Atwood does not consider her protagonist to be a “feminist 

heroine,” but rather “an ordinary sort of person caught up in extraordinary circumstances” 

(Dvorak 25). This is not to say that the novel has no feminist elements nor was divorced from 

feminist inspiration, but feminism for Atwood is conceptually complex.  

 Atwood explains that feminism means a variety of things to her. She has stated, 

“’Feminist’ is now like ‘Christian,’ by which I mean it is one of those terms that has developed 

so many different meanings that we don’t know what we’re talking about unless we become 
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more precise” (Dvorak 18). When asked the question “Do you consider yourself a feminist 

writer?” she responded: 

What does that mean in this day and age? Which of the seventy-five choices of feminist 

are you asking about? Am I the one who doesn’t want transgender women in their 

washroom? No, I’m not that kind. Am I the kind that believes in equal pay and equal rights? 

Yes, I am. Am I the kind that believes in reproductive health? Yes, I am that kind. Am I 

the kind that would push all men off a cliff? No, I’m not. (Cole 77) 

To Atwood, feminism comprises a wide range of ideas. As evidenced by the contention of anti-

pornography feminists and sex-positive feminists, ideological division is present between 

individuals who similarly identify as feminists.  

Atwood is openly critical of radical feminists, citing them as inspiration for the Aunts. 

“Aunts” in Gilead are sadistic teachers who act dually as prison guards and educators of 

Handmaids. Atwood writes, “[the Aunts] are adept at taking some of the stated aims of 1984 

feminism—such as the anti-porn campaign and greater safety from sexual assault—and turning 

them to their own advantage” (Handmaid’s Tale XVI); further, Offred’s mother is the archetypal 

radical 1970s feminist who refers to men only as “sperm donors,” and, as Kellie L. Deys 

illuminates, by “connecting the image of Offred’s militant mother burning pornographic 

magazines with Gileadean founders burning women’s fashion magazines, Atwood clearly 

criticizes a militant feminism which seeks censorship” (3). While the novel overtly criticizes 

these factions of the contemporary feminist movement, the novel ultimately focuses on the 

feminist issue of the subjection of women as fundamental to social order.  

Crucially, Gilead is a warning, employing the prophetic power that Baccolini and Moylan 

identify in dystopian stories: “the dystopian imagination has served as a prophetic vehicle, the 

canary in a cage, for writers with an ethical and political concern for warning us of terrible socio-
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political tendencies” (1-2). The Handmaid’s Tale exhibits a society that has fully embraced the 

return to the “traditional family structure” that organizations like the Moral Majority advocated 

for. Within this structure, women are supposedly cared for and protected by their husbands; their 

sexual submission to one man affords them safety and respect that cannot be achieved through 

sexual promiscuity. Through her submission, she is believed to be dignified. Atwood echoes this 

ideology in the novel: in Gilead, women are seen as Holy vessels, both exalted and objectified. 

Gilead’s leaders see the removal of sexual freedoms from women as beneficial to them, 

providing them with a leader and protector in their Commander. However, through the 

subjection of Handmaids to their Commanders, Handmaids are systematically raped in order to 

produce children for the country. Within this system, Commanders control women’s bodies and 

sexuality and additionally ensuring them children. In this way, the dystopia for some is a utopia 

for others.   

Gilead exists in this contradictory state, necessitating the acceptance of a contradictory 

reality to survive within it. The protagonist of Atwood’s novel is a Handmaid named Offred who 

utilizes a dual identity in order to navigate her conflicting states of being. Offred was not born 

into Gilead: she existed in the “time before” (approximately 1980s America) before she was 

kidnapped to become a Handmaid. To survive, she must appear to fully adhere to Gileadean 

teachings and behave devoutly in public. However, her primary identity from the time before 

remains within her – this identity provides hope that someday she will be able to reembody her 

prior self. Because Gilead requires Atwood’s protagonist to become “Offred,” she performs this 

identity so she can survive Gilead without being destroyed by it both physically and 

psychologically (since female deviants are sent to the Colonies where they die from exposure to 

toxic waste). As Sherrill Grace says in her extensive analysis of the dual nature of the self in 
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Atwood’s fiction, “Atwood conceives of the self not as an individual ego, defining itself against 

its surroundings, but as a place or entity co-extensive with its environment…we are fluid and 

need not be locked into ourselves” (2). This is the basis on which I contend Offred embraces a 

dual identity.  

In this chapter, I enumerate how the protagonist of Atwood’s novel exists in a state of 

coexisting contradiction. Through her inner psychological workings, interpersonal relationships, 

and social performance, Atwood’s protagonist navigates her way within a toxic environment 

without being destroyed in the process. The book ends with the narrator being either arrested by 

Gileadean secret police called Eyes or rescued by members of the underground resistance 

movement called Mayday. While the reader cannot be sure which fate the narrator endures, we 

do know that her story survived: the final chapter shows “The Handmaid’s Tale” being presented 

as a historical artifact to an academic conference in the year 2195 (inspired by Orwell’s 1984 

appendix that presents the novel as an artifact). All the reader knows about the narrator’s fate is 

that her story survived her time in Gilead, not whether she herself was ever able to escape. 

Williamson interprets this ambiguity as such:  

We see acts of the regime described by the academics in an objective way, but it is the 

story of Offred which we use to make sense of it. And therein lies the final message of the 

book and Atwood’s genius. Our stories matter. Our history matters. The relationships 

which we have between us matters. And given the recent political events in 2016, maybe 

those things matter more now than they did before. Atwood is able to predict a future in 

her novel by looking to the past. For feminists now, whose advancements for women and 

equality feel under threat, it is imperative that we learn from each other, in different 

regimes, and that we keep hold of the lessons from the past. (8)  
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Somewhat conversely, in response to those who call The Handmaid’s Tale a prediction for the 

future like Williamson, Atwood says, “Is The Handmaid’s Tale a prediction?... No, it isn’t a 

prediction, because predicting the future isn’t really possible: there are too many variables and 

unforeseen possibilities. Let’s say it’s an anti-prediction: if this future can be described in detail, 

maybe it won’t happen” (The Handmaid’s Tale xviii). So, to contribute my own detailed 

description of a future I hope never comes to fruition, I present my analysis of Offred’s dual 

identity as a means of survival in an inhospitable society and how identity can be used as a 

means of resistance against unjust social norms.  

 

The Identity of June 

 The first chapter of The Handmaid’s Tale shows the protagonist and other Handmaids in 

a gymnasium that has been transformed into “The Red Center.” This is where fertile women are 

taught by Gileadean officials how to become Handmaids. This is the women’s first experience 

with Gilead as a system since they are taken directly to the Red Center after being captured. 

Surveillance is strict in this space and the Handmaids are expected to follow their new rules at all 

times, one of which is never to speak out of turn. Quickly, the reader sees the first act of 

subversion in the novel. At night, the new Handmaids are able to covertly communicate: “we 

learned to whisper almost without sound…we learned to lip-read, our heads flat on the beds, 

turned sideways, watching each other’s mouths. In this way we exchanged names, from bed to 

bed: Alma. Janine. Dolores. Moira. June” (4). Not only are the Handmaids speaking out of turn, 

which is against the rules, but they are also sharing their real names, a small remainder of who 

they were before they were taken by Gilead. Each character’s name listed in this first interaction 

is seen again somewhere in the novel except for June. Because of this, some have determined 
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that the protagonist’s name is June, and while Atwood says, “that was not my original thought, 

but it fits, so readers are welcome to it if they wish” (xv). So, with the approval of the author, I 

will be using the name “June” to refer to the protagonist’s primary identity.  

 June is a storyteller. She has a knack for the romantic, bathing the reader in metaphors 

and similes, and getting lost in her thoughts. After the first section of the book, (I) Night, comes 

section (II) Shopping and June luxuriates in her memories – when walking down the street with 

her shopping partner, Ofglen, June remembers her husband: “Luke and I used to walk together, 

sometimes, along these streets. We used to talk about buying a house like one of these, an old big 

house, fixing it up. We would have a garden, swings for the children. We would have children. 

Although we knew it wasn’t too likely we could ever afford it, it was something to talk about, a 

game for Sundays. Such freedom now seems almost weightless” (24). June’s thoughts of her 

husband are romantic and playful, two lovers who have dreams and hope. She also remembers 

the mundane: “I remember those endless white plastic shopping bags, from the supermarket; I 

hated to waste them and would stuff them in under the sink, until the day would come when 

there would be too many and I would open the cupboard door and they would bulge out, sliding 

over the floor. Luke used to complain about it. Periodically he would take all the bags and throw 

them out” (27). What was once a petty argument between spouses about keeping or disposing of 

plastic shopping bags has now become a relished memory for June to cherish. She yearns for 

when such arguments were the extent of her difficulties and misses other banalities. 

            While overhearing some small talk from the female servants of the household called 

Marthas, June once again feels a pang of longing. She thinks to herself, “How I used to despise 

such talk. Now I long for it. At least it was talk. An exchange, of sorts” (11). June thrives on 

connection – she seeks contact through language, physical touch, sex, and now that all of those 
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things have been stripped or diminished, she relishes any small fragment of bonding she can 

salvage. While neither remembering the past nor yearning to create small talk are against 

Gileadean rules, June does stray slightly beyond acceptable social behavior in order to satisfy her 

craving for connection.  

    The women encounter two Guardians (Gileadean police) on their walk and June subtly defies 

the law to placate her need. The book reads 

In returning my pass, the one with the peach-colored moustache bends his head to try to get 

a look at my face. I raise my head a little, to help him, and he sees my eyes and I see his, 

and he blushes… His skin is pale and look unwholesomely tender, like the skin under a 

scab. Nevertheless, I think of placing my hand on it, this exposed face. He is the one who 

turns away. It’s an event, a small defiance of a rule, so small as to be undetectable, but such 

moments are the rewards I hold out for myself, like the candy I hoarded, as a child, at the 

back of a drawer. Such moments are possibilities, tiny peepholes. (21) 

The smallest glance, touch, or word could be grounds for execution in Gilead. Although June 

thinks of her indiscretion as “a small defiance” and “undetectable,” she doesn’t dare to act on her 

desire to touch the guard’s face. As she and Ofglen walk away, she says “I know they’re 

watching, these two men who aren’t yet permitted to touch women. They touch with their eyes 

instead and I move my hips a little, feeling the full red skirt sway around me...I enjoy the power; 

power of a dog bone, passive but there.” Here, June revels in her ability to excite men sexually, 

gaining the touch she craves through the male gaze. However, this is also one of the first 

instances in the novel where the reader sees June split into two characters – before June 

recognizes that she likes the power she holds over these men, she states that taunting the men is 

“like thumbing your nose from behind at a fence or teasing a dog with a bone held out of reach, 

and I’m ashamed of myself for doing it, because none of this is the fault of these men, they’re 
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too young” (22). This shows the subtle difference between June and Offred; June is someone 

who enjoys teasing and taunting, while Gilead has shaped Offred, a “girl” (as Aunt Lydia calls 

them) who feels ashamed for enjoying the attention she gets because of her body.  

 June does not only engage in small transgressions, but large ones as well. Her largest 

transgression takes form in an affair with the Commander’s driver, Nick. Although Serena Joy is 

the architect of the affair (hoping it will lead to a pregnancy), June and Nick create a sexual bond 

as lovers that allows June to embody her primary identity. June says, “I went back to Nick. Time 

after time, on my own, without Serena knowing. It wasn’t called for, there was no excuse. I did 

not do it for him, but for myself entirely,” and continuing later, “I talk too much. I tell him things 

I shouldn’t… I tell him my real name, and feel that therefore I am known” (268-270). June’s 

connection with Nick grants her the allowance to be herself, meaning that with Nick she does not 

have to be Offred. June sharing her name (which, again, is never clearly defined in the book) is 

evidence of her relationship with Nick being a source of hope for her since she has previously 

identified her true name as a piece of treasured information.  

 Names in Gilead are more than simple labels. Each Handmaid is given a patronym upon 

their arrival in a Commander’s house. As the academics in the “Historical Notes” section 

describe while attempting to define the narrator’s name, “’Offred’ gives no clue, since, like 

‘Ofglen’ and ‘Ofwarren,’ it was patronymic, composed of the possessive preposition and the first 

name of the gentleman in question. Such names were taken by these women upon their entry into 

a connection with the household of a specific commander, and relinquished by them upon 

leaving it” (305-306). The name Offred is not only assigned to the narrator as evidence that she 

is the property “of Fred” in the same way that wives used to be the legal property of their 

husbands under the law of coverture, but the name is also suggests the similar word “offered.” 
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As Atwood says in her introduction, “within this name is concealed another possibility: 

“offered,” denoting a religious offering or a victim offered for sacrifice” (xv). This resonance of 

Offred’s name with a sacrificial offering further solidifies her place in the Commander’s 

household an object. While living in an environment of such extremes as to be reduced to a 

simple bodily possession, a name can become a precious item.  

 While waiting for “The Ceremony” to begin, the event wherein the Commander attempts 

to impregnate Offred, the narrator escapes into her mind and finds hope and solace in her true 

name. The book reads: 

My name isn’t Offred, I have another name, which nobody uses now because it’s forbidden. 

I tell myself it doesn’t matter; but what I tell myself is wrong, it does matter. I keep the 

knowledge of this name like something hidden, some treasure I’ll come back to dig up, one 

day. I think of this name as buried. This name has an aura around it, like an amulet, some 

charm that’s survived from an unimaginably distant past. I lie in my bed at night, with my 

eyes closed, and the name floats there behind my eyes, not white within reach, shining in 

the dark. (84) 

June’s name is synonymous with her identity from the time before. “June” was a mother, a wife, 

a woman with friends and a mother, a sexual, playful, and romantic woman. “Offred” is silent, 

pragmatic, rational, reduced only to her body, disconnected from friendship and lovers, alone in 

a room. For the narrator to tell her name to Nick is to unearth her buried identity and allow it to 

once again find a home in her body. This allows June to finally connect with someone in Gilead, 

Nick, who ultimately is responsible for having June removed from the Commander’s house.  

 By the end of the narrator’s story, the woman the narrator has known as “Ofglen,” an 

active member of Mayday, is replaced by a new Ofglen who tells the protagonist that the 

previous Ofglen killed herself before she was captured by Eyes. This strikes fear into our 
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narrator’s heart, not only knowing that her friend has killed herself (though there is no way to 

know this for sure), but also that it is possible the Eyes are coming for her next. She thinks about 

the previous Offred who hanged herself: “I feel her presence, my ancestress, my double…How 

could I have believed I was alone in here? There were always two of us” (293). This recognition 

of the prior Offred mirrors the duality within the narrator that manifests in her dual identity as 

both June and Offred.  

The narrator knows that she will be arrested soon and considers what she should do: 

Offred, ever the victim, would take her own life same as the prior Offred and her friend Ofglen, 

succumbing to the pressure of Gilead and allowing the bastards to grind her down, so to speak; 

but June, ever the survivor, would “surrender,” knowing that surrender could potentially mean 

victory and escape from Gilead. As the narrator hears the black van approaching to take her 

away, Nick “comes over, close to me, whispers. ‘It’s all right. It’s Mayday. Go with them.’ He 

calls me by my real name… ‘Trust me,’ he says; which in itself has never been a talisman, 

carries no guarantee. But I snatch at it, this offer. It’s all I’m left with” (293-294). Her real name 

survives as the one thing that offers hope. The narrator is not entirely hopeless and therefore 

chooses not to end her life, but rather to go with the men in the black van without knowing what 

will come next: “Whether this is my end or a new beginning I have no way of knowing: I have 

given myself over into the hands of strangers, because it can’t be helped. And so I step up, into 

the darkness within; or else the light” (295). Peter Stillman, in his essay on “Identity, Complicity, 

and Resistance in The Handmaid’s Tale,” says, “given such ambiguities, we as readers cannot 

know who carried Offred away and persuaded her to tell her story to the tapes” (77). “The 

Handmaid’s Tale,” meaning the object of inspection for the academic conference held at the end 

of the novel, was recorded on cassette tapes orally and then transcribed by the narrator once she 
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was taken from the Commander’s house. Just as the reader does not know if the narrator was 

rescued by Mayday or imprisoned by the Eyes, we also do not know in what context these tapes 

were made; all the reader knows is that the story was recorded for some purpose. However, 

perhaps the best person to consult on the nature of this story is the narrator herself: she says  

I would like to believe this is a story I’m telling. I need to believe it. I must believe it. Those 

who can believe that such stories are only stories have a better chance. If it’s a story I’m 

telling, then I have control over the ending. Then there will be an ending, to the story, and 

real life will come after it. I can pick up where I left off…But if it’s a story, even in my 

head, I must be telling it to someone. You don’t tell a story only to yourself. There’s always 

someone else. Even when there is no one. (39-40). 

The narrator has told her story, no matter who is compelling her to tell it. Specifically, the 

narrator’s comment about always having an audience even where there is no one else, indicates 

that she is a person telling her story to herself, once again recognizing her own duality. 

Regardless of audience, “The Handmaid’s Tale” is distinctly the story of Offred. 

 The process of telling Offred’s story helps June solidify her experience in Gilead on since 

her identity as Offred was largely performative and amorphous. Having her story down on tape 

means for June that what happened to her as Offred was first and foremost real, but it also gives 

her an ending to the story so that she can move on to the “real life” that comes only after the 

story ends. Stories, like Offred, exist on a plane of ambiguity – simultaneously true and untrue, 

concrete and abstract, taking many shapes beyond its initial form. This understanding of both 

Offred and her story as fluid between opposition is how one can note the differences between the 

narrator’s identity as June and Offred. When speaking as/of Offred, the narrator composes her 

identity as a protective mechanism to survive in Gilead. The identity of Offred is undoubtedly an 

imposed identity, but instead of embracing it entirely and allowing her primary identity to be 
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subsumed, Offred is able to negotiate her way in Gilead by using her imposed identity as 

camouflage to disguise her primary identity and survive beyond her capture.  

 

The Identity of Offred  

 Principally, “Offred” must be understood as a construction of Gilead. As previously 

noted, Offred is not even truly the name of the narrator, but simply a label assigned to the current 

Handmaid of the Commander’s house. Scholar Aarti Sahu notes that resultingly, the narrator 

“does not have her own identity and she is being identified by her commander only” (4). The 

narrator understands her new identity “Offred” as a construction, thinking to herself before she 

prepares for the Ceremony, “I wait. I compose myself. My self is a thing I must now compose, as 

one composes a speech. What I must present is a made thing, not something born” (Handmaid’s 

Tale 66). This not only reveals to the reader that the narrator is not “Offred” when she is alone 

and must become Offred before she presents herself to the household, but it also demonstrates 

that the narrator herself is aware of this distinction. She must consciously perform a role 

expected of her in Gilead. Thus, this form of identity can be understood as a performance in the 

same way that Judith Butler has described gender as a performance.  

 In her groundbreaking book Gender Trouble, Butler reshapes the contemporary 

understanding of gender with her theory of gender performativity. I assert that identity in some, 

but perhaps not all, circumstances can take on these same performative qualities when, say, 

imposed by an outside force rather than an authentic expression of self. In part, Butler addresses 

these issues of identity since one’s gender identity is a rather foundational element of one’s 

overall identity. In relation to identity as a political construction, Butler states, “when agreed-

upon identities or agreed-upon dialogic structures, through which already established identities 
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are communicated, no longer constitute the theme or subject of politics, then identities can come 

into being and dissolve depending on the concrete practices that constitute them. Certain political 

practices institute identities on a contingent basis in order to accomplish whatever aims are in 

view” (21-22). To this end, since Gileadean Handmaids need not have individual identities to 

serve the purpose of the regime, they are constructed as possessions rather than civic individuals. 

The Handmaid’s position also lends itself to this contingent state of being.  

 In her first interaction with Serena Joy, Offred confirms that she has been a Handmaid to 

two other commanders. Serena Joy asks, “This is your second, isn’t it?” to which Offred 

responds, “Third, ma’am” (Handmaid’s Tale 15).  Offred has previously been “of” another, 

meaning she has assumed prior identities as those commanders’ Handmaid as well as donning a 

new identity for the Handmaid she exists as now. “Offred,” while obviously having a different 

patronym than with other Commanders, would also change her characteristics to best position 

herself to survive in her current household. Throughout the novel, Offred is always attentive to 

how she appears to Serena Joy or the Commander, the two most powerful people in the 

household.  

To the Commander, Offred appears eager to please, acquiescing to his desires to play 

Scrabble, kiss, and even go to a brothel to have sex that she is expected to enjoy. Offred is able 

to comply with these requests to an extent – she plays Scrabble, kisses the Commander, and goes 

to the brothel, all of which result in rewards for her in the form of hand lotion, a fashion 

magazine, and an opportunity to reconnect with Moira. However, when asked to enjoy the sexual 

encounter with the Commander, Offred is unable to even fake excitement. The scene reads, 

“’Maybe I should turn the lights out,’ says the Commander, dismayed and no doubt 

disappointed…The trouble is that I can’t be, with him, any different from the way I usually am 
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with him. Usually I’m inert. Surely there must be something here for us, other than this futility 

and bathos. Fake it, I scream at myself inside my head” (255). Offred and June are different 

sexually – Offred, as she says, is inert, as Handmaid’s are meant to be “two-legged wombs, 

that’s all: sacred vessels, ambulatory chalices,” and certainly are not meant to enjoy sex; June on 

the other hand is a sexually assertive woman, having an affair with her husband Luke while he 

was still married to his former wife and pursues a continuous affair with Nick (136). Since the 

Commander only has access to Offred sexually and not June, she cannot perform her sexuality as 

June for him. In other words, since the political practices that constitute Offred are still in place 

(she remains the Commander’s Handmaid), she is unable to deconstruct her Offred identity for 

the Commander’s pleasure, unable to even fake the enjoyment she would be genuinely 

experiencing as June. The physical nature of June/Offred’s body presents certain challenges.  

The narrator’s body is not flexible in the ways her mind is and the body of June/Offred 

becomes a site of struggle. The narrator considers her body while she is preparing to bathe:  

My nakedness is strange to me already. My body seems outdated. Did I really wear bathing 

suits, at the beach? I did, without thought, among men, without caring that my legs, my 

arms, my thighs and back were on display, could be seen. Shameful, immodest. I avoid 

looking down at my body, not so much because it’s shameful or immodest but because I 

don’t want to see it. I don’t want to look at something that determines me so completely. 

(63, emphasis original) 

The narrator’s character is adaptable, able to appear as one thing while truly another. In this way, 

her identity as Offred operates as camouflage, enabling her to maintain hold of her true name and 

identity beneath the cloak of a “true believer.” Her body on the other hand is both material and 

socially constructed – Butler speaks on this phenomenon in her work Bodies That Matter. 

Engaging with the constructivist conception of bodies, Butler states, “when the constructivist is 
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construed as a linguistic idealist, the constructivist refutes the reality of bodies, the relevance of 

science, the alleged facts of birth, aging, illness, and death.” Butler does not reject the reality of 

bodies, but instead claims that discourse is additionally formative in the construction of bodies, 

saying, “there is no reference to a pure body which is not at the same time a further formation of 

that body” (10). This is useful in understanding June/Offred’s struggle to perceive her body – as 

she is preparing her body for the Ceremony, this serves to further compose her body as 

something not her own and instead a construction of Gilead. She also echoes Gileadean ideology 

in reference to her body, evaluating her nakedness as shameful and immodest. Also, in reference 

to that which “determines [her] so completely,” it is difficult for the narrator to understand her 

body as separate from its vital role at the foundation of Gileadean ideology – her role as a 

Handmaid was entirely determined by her body.  

 Handmaids are the most valuable commodity in Gilead because of their working wombs. 

Offred’s body is valuable in Gilead, but that does not mean that she is valued. She laments her 

circumstances, thinking to herself, “I want Luke here so badly. I want to be held and told my 

name. I want to be valued, in ways that I am not; I want to be more than valuable. I repeat my 

former name, remind myself of what I once could do, how others saw me” (97). Because she is 

valuable as a commodity, Offred exists as an object, dehumanized and used for a political end. In 

Elisabetta Di Minico’s article on “Spatial and Psychophysical Domination of Women in 

Dystopia: Swastika Night, Woman on the Edge of Time, and The Handmaid’s Tale,” she notes 

that “women’s bodies in the analyzed novels, and often in real life, are externally and internally 

modeled and used by masculine power, to be practical, obedient and serve an economic use” 

(50). Handmaids are not the only women who are commodified and serve a political purpose in 

Gilead.  
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 Moira, June’s best friend, is unable to assume a new identity in Gilead. She actively 

rebels against the system, attempting escape from the Red Center twice before being sent to 

Jezebel’s, Gilead’s underground brothel. The Commander takes Offred to Jezebel’s on a night 

out where she encounters Moira. To gain entrance to Jezebel’s, Offred first disguise herself first 

as a Wife to drive through checkpoints and then a prostitute in the club, code-switching her 

identity to align with Gileadean expectations. The Commander gives her a costume to wear, a 

purple sequined costume that Offred describes as “glittering and theatrical;” the Commander tells 

her that it’s “a disguise” and that she’ll “need to paint [her] face too” (230-231). Now disguised 

as a prostitute, Offred must also don a light-blue cloak over her costume to appear as though she 

is a Wife. While dressing for the Commander, Offred thinks, “I know without being told that 

what he’s proposing is risky, for him but especially for me; but I want to go anyway. I want 

anything that breaks the monotony, subverts the perceived respectable order of things” (231). It 

is noteworthy that the Commander too apparently seeks this subversion of order, a disruption of 

the banal. The highest-powered Gilead official in the household is actively transgressing rules 

that he has helped to implement. With such rebellion taking place at the foundation of Gilead’s 

social order, it would follow that this rebellion manifests somewhere within Gilead – this place is 

Jezebel’s. Rebel Moira finds her home in this hub of disobedience.  

 When Offred enters Jezebel’s, she enters into a space of counterintuitive freedom: the 

profligate are able to indulge in all the extravagancies Gilead has stripped away like alcohol, 

drugs, and sex for the sake of pleasure and not reproduction; on the other hand, the women are 

trapped in Jezebel’s and have no means of escape. Stillman describes this dichotomy as such: 

“the whorehouse offers limited freedom: except for work, the women are left to themselves, to 

drink, to do drugs, to have sex with each other. But they are also completely isolated, 
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marginalized from the rest of society, in a dead-end, a prison. There is no possibility of escape or 

active resistance” (80). After spotting Moira, Offred excuses herself from the Commander to go 

to the ladies’ room and is able to talk there with Moira. Moira tells Offred about her escape 

attempt that was eventually foiled and how she chose Jezebel’s over the “Colonies,” industrial 

waste grounds where “undesirables” (read, homosexuals, older people, and rebellious women) 

are sent to clean up “dead bodies” or “toxic dumps and the radiation spills” (248). Moira’s 

choice was between what kind of prison she would be assigned to, saying, “I had my choice, they 

said, this or the Colonies. Well, shit, nobody but a nun would pick the Colonies…So here I am. 

They even give you face cream. You should figure out some way of getting in here. You’d have 

three or four good years before your snatch wears out and they send you to the boneyard. The 

food’s not bad and there’s drink and drugs, if you want it, and we only work nights” (249). 

Hearing about Moira’s circumstances, Offred senses resignation in Moira: “She is frightening me 

now, because what I hear in her voice is indifference, a lack of volition. Have they really done it 

to her then, taken away something – what? – that used to be so central to her? But how can I 

expect her to go on, with my idea of her courage, live through, act it out, when I myself do not?” 

(249). Moira has been able to find a space to exist within Gilead’s underworld without changing 

her identity, but this has led to Moira becoming complacent with her circumstances of being. 

Offred, who has taken on a new identity in Gilead, still has her original identity as June hidden, 

uncorrupted. Because Moira was unable to operate in Gilead, she has succumbed to neutrality, 

incapable of resistance. Offred, on the other hand, utilizes her identity and position as a 

Handmaid in Gilead to actively resist the corruption of the state.  
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Identity as a Tool for Resistance and Subversion 

 Throughout the novel, Gilead’s restrictive nature ironically allows for subversion and 

resistance. A central aspect of Handmaids that has not yet been touched upon in this analysis are 

the outfits that Handmaids are prescribed – they wear long red cloaks and white “wings,” a 

headpiece that effectively keeps them from seeing much around them (think blinkers on a horse 

combined with a nun’s habit). This outfit makes Handmaid’s easily recognizable, distinguishing 

her resolutely from other, drearily dressed individuals. This public persona that Offred embodies 

through dress adds a new layer to her Gileadean identity, a process referred to as “self-

fashioning.” Cynthia Kuhn applies this process of self-fashioning and the coalescence of dress, 

culture, and identity to Atwood’s other novels The Robber Bride and Alias Grace. Her 

application of the concept is astute and can easily be extended to The Handmaid’s Tale and 

Offred. For instance, Kuhn notes that “dress illuminates body and gender within a cultural 

context, and a focus on cultural representations of the female body is a significant aspect of 

Atwood’s fiction. Her protagonists consistently style themselves in response to divisive cultural 

codes; thus, self-fashioning becomes a survivalist act” (1). As I’ve already been explored in this 

thesis, Offred survives in Gilead by meeting cultural expectations that can be turned to her 

advantage. Her uniform as a Handmaid becomes a site of resistance for Offred.  

 To embody Offred in public, the Handmaid must wear her red cloak and white wings 

wherever she goes. She must keep her eyes downturned and only used approved Gilead greetings 

and language. For instance, when Offred and Ofglen get together to go shopping, they exchange 

accepted Gilead greetings: “’Blessed be the fruit,’ she says to me, the accepted greeting among 

us. ‘May the Lord open,’ I answer, the accepted response” (19). All of these elements combine to 
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present Offred to the public as an obedient Handmaid. Ironically, Offred’s attire as a Handmaid 

also allows for her to engage in subversive speech with Ofglen without being discovered.  

 As Offred and Ofglen return from their shopping trip, they stop by a church that has been 

converted into an automated publishing house for “Soul Scrolls,” or small papers with prayers on 

them. As Offred and Ofglen look into the glass, they are able to see one another in the reflection. 

Offred notes that “even this meeting of eyes holds danger,” but since she and Ofglen are wearing 

the wings and the church is empty save for printers, they can connect with one another privately 

(168). For the two Handmaids, their attire has become a tool to conceal their treason. 

Emboldened by this small indiscretion, Ofglen whispers to ask Offred if she thinks “God 

listens,” heresy punishable by death in Gilead (168). Offred responds no, equally heretical, but 

this lets Ofglen know that she is not a “true believer” who will report her. Ofglen tells Offred 

about the secret resistance movement Mayday, the first Offred hears of any kind of organized 

resistance effort. She thinks, “I can’t believe it; hope is rising in me, like sap in a tree. Blood in a 

wound. We have made an opening” (169). Because of the privacy afforded to Handmaids by the 

wings that keep them from seeing, they are also kept from being seen and can therefore connect 

with one another openly, if subtly. As Kuhn states, “clothing can mark an attempt at rebellion 

made possible through a shared understanding of cultural codes” and “dress–as performative 

boundary and margin–allows individuals to manage ambivalence” (9; 21). Both concepts 

manifest in this exchange between Ofglen and Offred as they are able to “manage ambivalence” 

by appearing pious while behaving heretically and can recognize each other’s rebellion thorough 

the eschewing of cultural codes by making eye contact. Another opportunity for subversion 

presents itself at the “Prayvaganza.” 
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  A Prayvaganza, according to Offred, is an opportunity for citizens “to demonstrate how 

obedient and pious we are,” though it ironically gives Offred and Ofglen further space for 

defiance. In actuality, Offred says, “Prayvaganzas are for group weddings,” a televised and 

public display of Gilead’s control over who in their society are married and to whom; it is 

considered an honor. Because of Gilead’s need to exhibit its control publicly, they 

simultaneously lose control when Offred and Ofglen are able to interact unnoticed. Ofglen tells 

Offred to “head for the back” where they are able to talk better at the event; Offred observes, “I 

can hear from all around us a susurration, like the rustling of insects in tall dry grass: a cloud of 

whispers. This is one of the places where we can exchange news more freely, pass it from one to 

the next. It’s hard for them to single out any one of us or hear what’s being said. And they 

wouldn’t want to interrupt the ceremony, not in front of the television cameras” (214). By 

necessitating an audience to this celebration of authority, Gilead has created room once again for 

subversion within its own fabric. Offred and Ofglen capitalize on this opening by appearing to be 

law-abiding Handmaids who attend Prayvaganzas and keep their heads bowed, all while 

speaking in defiance to Gileadean ideology. As Deys notes, “this freedom exists within the 

boundaries established by the regime, an invisible contradiction built into the structure upon 

which the society rests” (8).  

 If Offred had, like Moira, elected to not take on a new identity in Gilead, she would not 

have these opportunities for resistance. Sayyed Moosavinia and Tayyebeh Yousefi approach the 

“New Norms of Gender and Emergence of Identity Crisis in Margaret Atwood’s The 

Handmaid’s Tale,” specifically using Butler’s theory of gender performativity. They say, “For 

Butler, subjects are constructed thorough power relations; however, the power that creates the 

subject simultaneously creates the opportunities for the subversion of the norms” (162). Through 
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her subtle subversion, her ability to identity switch between June and Offred necessitated by her 

environment and create a space for her true self to survive, the narrator engaged in her last act of 

resistance by telling her story. Again, the finale of the book is ambiguous and the reader does not 

know if Offred has escaped Gilead or was captured by the secret police, but either way we know 

that “The Handmaid’s Tale,” a collection of cassette tapes containing her story, survived. 

Furthermore, in Atwood’s other fiction and in her poetry, as Sherrill Grace reveals, “it is not 

duality but polarity that is destructive…our determination to polarize our experience that is 

destructive” (3-4). Knowing and accepting the dual nature of being can lead to reconciliation and 

freedom for the subject in Atwood’s work and certainly includes the character of Offred/June. 

Whether or not our narrator was free from Gilead after her story was told is not the freedom the 

reader should be concerned with. The narrator exemplifies the freedom that comes from 

reconciling one’s own multifarious state of being rather than seeking to polarize every aspect of 

ourselves.  

 

Conclusion 

 As was detailed in the beginning of this chapter, The Handmaid’s Tale continues to be an 

influential novel for modern audiences. Protestors dress up in Handmaid costumes to protest 

women’s rights issues, many (among myself in this chapter) have compared the evangelical 

extremism in the novel to that of our own contemporary moment and many continue to think of 

Gilead as a society just on the cusp of becoming real. While Atwood has called The Handmaid’s 

Tale an “anti-prediction,” hoping that if we can name it, we can avoid it, her own novel seems to 

contradict her. In the Historical Notes section of the novel, Professor Pieixoto focuses particular 

attention on how Gilead manifested itself from incipient social impulses evident in many other 
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societies. He says “Rumania, for instance, had anticipated Gilead in the eighties by banning all 

forms of birth control, imposing compulsory pregnancy tests on the female population, and 

linking promotion and wage increases to fertility” followed by, “as we know from the study of 

history, no new system can impose itself upon a previous one without incorporating many 

elements to be found in the latter” (305). Therefore, Gilead could very well come about even if 

we are able to predict it, and perhaps especially if we are able to predict it from current cultural 

norms that are already set in place. Pieixoto underscores his point, saying “there was little that 

was truly original with or indigenous to Gilead: its genius was synthesis” (307). By setting for 

herself the rule that nothing went into The Handmaid’s Tale that didn’t have a real-world 

precedent, Atwood fabricated a future that could very well become real.  

 However, just as Offred resists Gilead in the novel, the telling of Offred’s story serves to 

discourage societies from becoming more like Gilead. Serving as a moving testimonial and a 

powerful prophetic warning, the potential establishment of a real-world Gilead is deterred by The 

Handmaid’s Tale. Stillman calls his readers to action, saying, “Gilead as an imagined dystopia in 

Atwood’s fiction is a warning to present-day readers about how perilous is their 

present…Atwood shows her readers that the gains are not permanent but can be easily lost, and 

so the world we live in requires our questions and our feelings, our thoughtful judgments, and 

our actions” (81-83). Offred actively resists Gilead by working within its confines, not rebelling 

so loudly that she is silenced nor staying so quiet she is voiceless. There is a reason why the 

reader is hearing Offred’s story and not Moira’s. Offred was able to at least tell her story, giving 

herself an ending so she could end that chapter of her life and move forward to whatever was 

next. Even if she was taken to another place in Gilead, the narrator would still need a new 
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identity, a new person to inhabit to exist, resist, and survive. The same identity code-switching 

can occur in real life as a way to resist inhospitable circumstances.  

 The uniform of the Handmaid has become an international symbol of resistance. A group 

of protestors in Boston wear the uniforms to protest and have named themselves the Boston Red 

Cloaks, echoing soldiers during the American Revolution (though the British were the red ones 

there) – the Boston Red Cloaks protested the appointment of Supreme Court Judge Amy Coney 

Barrett (Damiano). According to a Washington Post article on her nomination, Barrett served as 

a “handmaid” in the Catholic based faith community the People of Praise that she belonged to 

(Brown, Swaine, and Boorstein). Barrett’s association with a fundamentalist religious 

organization and now her seat on the Supreme Court have caused concern for those who seek to 

protect women’s rights guaranteed under Roe. Protests by women dressed as Handmaids have 

even occurred within government buildings.  

 To protest the confirmation hearings of Justice Kavanaugh, women dressed as handmaids 

overlooked the entrance to the Senate. One interviewed handmaid said “if the images of women 

in Handmaids costumes are striking, good, because this is serious. Women’s bodies, futures, and 

lives are literally on the line” (Haslett). As noted earlier, Atwood notes that the modesty and 

silence that accompanies role playing a Handmaid prevents opposition from claiming the 

Handmaids are causing a disturbance. In the Guardian article about Handmaid protests, Atwood 

says that “the image used in The Handmaid’s Tale cuts right to the heart of the toxic relationship 

between church and state” (Beaumont). For many of these women, their protests are against 

religiously motivated political restrictions to female bodily autonomy. These are instances where 

the identity of a Handmaid is able to be donned by many to protest or resist governmental 

oppression.  
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The silent stoicism of the Handmaid provides an eerie image of women’s perseverance in 

the face of socially acceptable violence. They convey an image of strength, of how women are 

able to withstand the worst that humanity has to offer and still continue onwards. Feminist 

slogans like “Nevertheless, She Persisted” and the Atwood-adopted “Nolite te Bastardes 

Carborundorum” convey similar messages of steadfast resolve to go on (Bradley). The bravery 

and resilience in the face of brutality that Offred exhibits is embodied by real life survivor and 

hero Chanel Miller.  

 On the evening of January 17th, 2015, Chanel Miller went to a fraternity party on 

Stanford University’s campus. She became intoxicated, fell unconscious, and was sexually 

assaulted by a stranger named Brock Turner. This event led to years’ worth of court dates, 

counseling, grieving, and recovery all for her rapist to be convicted and charged with six months 

of jail time (more than most rapists are charged with). At Turner’s sentencing hearing, Miller, 

who in court and publicly was known only as Emily Doe, was able to give her victim impact 

statement. The day after her rapist was sentenced to six months in county jail, Emily Doe’s 

powerful victim impact statement was released to the public via BuzzFeed. What followed was 

an outpouring of support for Emily; her statement was heard worldwide, broadcast on CNN, read 

on the floor of the senate. In September of 2019, two weeks after Margaret Atwood published 

her sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale entitled The Testaments, Chanel Miller published her memoir 

Know My Name. In her book, Miller details her experience being a sexual assault victim, 

attempting to navigate the complex and sometimes belligerent legal system, and how she lived 

life as Emily Doe. She, like June/Offred, has a dual identity. The only difference is Chanel Miller 

is a real person.  
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 It might be strange to compare the lived experience of a real person to the torturous life 

of a woman in a dystopian society (and perhaps only difference is a bit of a dramatization), but 

the similarities between Chanel Miller’s identities and Offred’s identities in the stories resonate 

particularly strongly in the #MeToo era of American history. As Atwood has said, “narrative 

genres of all kinds are enclosed by permeable membranes and tend to combine and recombine” 

(“…In Context” 514). So, fiction and memoir can both contain truth, particularly when a novel 

has only included events that have a real-world precedent. Further, The Handmaid’s Tale is a 

story, in part, about a society where “women’s worth is directly dependent on their sexual 

morality, while male impulses are condoned as ungovernable” (Minico 50). Ideology eerily 

similar to this is used in the trial against Brock Turner by his defense team to absolve him of 

guilt. Finally, I present this passage of Offred’s story: 

But if you happen to be a man, sometime in the future, and you’ve made it this far, please 

remember: you will never be subjected to the temptation or feeling you must forgive, a 

man, as a woman…Maybe none of this is about control. Maybe it isn’t really about who 

can own whom, who can do what to whom and get away with it, even as far as death. 

Maybe it isn’t about who can sit and who has to kneel or stand or lie down, legs spread 

open. Maybe it’s about who can do what to whom and be forgiven for it. Never tell me it 

amounts to the same thing. (135).  

As Offred says, maybe the power is really about forgiveness – what, as a society, are we willing 

to forgive? Emily Doe was an identity that Chanel Miller assumed to protect her primary 

identity, but that begs the question, protect it from what? Why does Chanel Miller need a 

protective identity in our society? Aren’t we better than Gilead? As I will argue in my next 

chapter, it is because Miller, like Offred, negotiated a governmental system that sought to 
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invalidate and dehumanize her, reflecting a culture that excuses sexual assault and marginalizes 

victims.  
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CHAPTER 2: THE DUAL IDENTITIES OF CHANEL MILLER/EMILY DOE IN  

KNOW MY NAME  

 

 On September 24th, 2019, Chanel Miller’s memoir Know My Name was published. The 

book chronicles her experiences as a victim of sexual assault and her struggles to understand 

herself and her new reality in the aftermath of the assault. She shares her grueling experience in 

the criminal justice system – the trial, sentencing, and appeals processes that altogether lasted 

three years and eight months caused extreme stress and made her assault front page news (Miller 

322). Her character during this time came heavily under attack, both by the defense during the 

trial and by the media. She was known publicly as “Emily Doe,” a victim found half-naked 

behind a dumpster. Privately, as Chanel Miller, her world began to implode. Miller bravely 

weaves her way through the trial, conviction, and sentencing of Brock Turner, the experience of 

her victim impact statement going viral, and finally the decision to make her identity public. But 

before I analyze Miller’s memoir alongside Atwood’s novel, I must first address a few key 

differences.  

 The major difference between Atwood and Miller’s work is that one is a novel and the 

other is a memoir, respectively. One way to differentiate the two is that the author herself is the 

speaker in Miller’s work whereas the speaker in Atwood’s is a fictional character. However, 

considering the two speakers’ experiences side by side is not an unheard-of comparison. Because 

many authors of “life narratives,” a genre that includes biography, autobiography, memoir, 

personal histories, and the like, do not write their stories exclusively as nonfiction narratives, 

connections can be more readily made between speakers from different genres. Researchers 

Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson address this style in their book Reading Nonfiction, saying  
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A life narrative is not a novel, although calling life narrative ‘nonfiction,’ which is often 

done, confuses rather than resolves the issue. Both the life narrative and the novel share 

features we ascribe to fictional writing: plot, dialogue, setting, characterization, and so on. 

Further complicating matters, many contemporary writers are interested in blurring the 

boundary between life narrative and narration in the first-person novel (7).  

Life narratives like A Million Little Pieces by James Frey and Cool for You by Eileen Myles, the 

former a nonfiction book with exaggerated or imagined scenarios and the latter a novel based 

entirely in the author’s reality, blur the lines between truth and fiction simply in their existence. 

Both Miller and Atwood also blur these boundaries.  

  While Miller’s memoir is based in fact, using police reports, court transcripts, journal 

entries, and media sources to ensure accuracy, she also largely embraces the aspects of fictional 

writing that Smith and Watson identify. Her narrative has a distinct plot, relies heavily on 

dialogue between herself and others (nearly all of which must be approximations since there are 

not transcripts for these conversations), describes setting in detail and casts certain individuals as 

characters. Perhaps most similarly to fiction, Miller expertly deploys metaphor throughout her 

narrative, allowing the reader to better understand Miller’s own self-conception. For example, 

Miller describes watching the Brett Kavanaugh Supreme Court confirmation hearings – recalling 

seeing Senator Lindsay Graham lose his temper, she writes “I used to shrink at harsh tones, used 

to be afraid. Until I learned it takes nothing to be hostile. Nothing. It is easy to be the one yelling, 

chucking words that burn like coals, neon red, meant to harm. I have learned I am water. The 

coals sizzle, extinguishing when they reach me. I see now those fiery coals are just black stones, 

sinking to the bottom” (326). Miller’s depiction of gained ability to withstand verbal assaults as 

hot coals hitting water is a compelling image that links her to the natural world. Atwood also 

uses natural metaphors in her writing: while waiting for her shopping partner to arrive, Offred 
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reflects on how Gilead has changed her, thinking “I walk to the corner and wait. I used to be bad 

at waiting. They also serve who only stand and wait, said Aunt Lydia… her voice was 

wheedling, conspiratorial, like the voices of those women who used to teach ballet classes to 

children, and who would say, Arms up in the air now; let’s pretend we’re trees. I stand on the 

corner, pretending I am a tree” (The Handmaid’s Tale 18-19). Both authors employ metaphor 

comparing the subject of the book to nature – this roots their narratives in the real world and the 

world of narrative artistry. Nature has long been inspiration for all types of literature, a space for 

the real and surreal to blend (just think of the fantastic nature of the Aurora Borealis or a solar 

eclipse). The natural world that contains these simultaneously physical and fantastical things 

provides inspiration for Miller and Atwood, but this is not where their similarities end.  

Reality and fantasy merge particularly well in stories told in first-person autobiographical 

style regardless of their genre. The Handmaid’s Tale and Know My Name are both 

autobiographical accounts told by a first-person female narrator despite the former being fiction 

and the latter being memoir. Smith and Watson note that many twentieth-century novels are 

framed as first-person autobiographies, citing J. D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye and 

Thomas Wolfe’s Look Homeward, Angel as influential examples. I contend that not only does 

The Handmaid’s Tale belong in this list, but also that most dystopian novels follow this form; 

1984, A Clockwork Orange, Brave New World, Kindred, Future Home of the Living God, and 

Fahrenheit 451 are all dystopian novels written as first-person narrative accounts. This 

exemplifies that first-person narration is both a common form for fiction and is also especially 

useful for dystopian storytelling; this first-person narration allows for greater perspective taking 

as opposed to objective third-party narration. Smith and Watson suggest a tool for readers to 

distinguish between a novel told as a first-person autobiographical novel and a true life narrative, 
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writing, “one signal to readers that they are reading a novel and not an autobiographical narrative 

is that the authorial name on the title page differs from the name of the character narrating the 

tale” (8). Autobiographical theorist Phillip Lejeune highlights naming as an essential element of 

autobiography.  

Carole Allamand has recently written a useful reassessment of Lejeune’s groundbreaking 

essay “The Autobiographical Pact” in her article “The Autobiographical Pact, Forty-Five Years 

Later.” Allamand summarizes the progression of Lejeune’s theories of autobiography 

distinguishing three key statements from Lejeune’s 1973 article: “’Identity is the real starting 

point of autobiography,’ ‘The deep subject of autobiography is the proper name,’ and ‘the 

autobiographical genre is a contractual genre’” (52). In addressing his first claim, Allamand says 

Lejeune uses the word identity explicitly “in a logical sense” and that “his definition of 

autobiography does not imply a hypothetical subjective unity” (53). She states further that “the 

exact nature of the identity between author, narrator and character is thus irrelevant to Lejeune, 

who seeks to know instead how such an identity can be conveyed to, and conceived by, readers 

of self-referential narratives.” For Lejeune, identity is a fluid concept through which the author 

and narrator can express different identities. Lejeune’s ideas help us bridge the gap in fictional 

and non-fiction genres.  

Through the creation of a “narrative identity,” the author of a text is able to represent 

themselves through storytelling. Allamand explains, “readers who kept pace with Lejeune’s 

work are well aware that his notion of identity has gradually evolved into what Paul Ricœur 

labeled “narrative identity,” or the process of storytelling – not to be confused with fiction-

making – by which individuals achieve a sense of unity, or self” (53). For Chanel Miller, 

creating a narrative identity allows her flexibility to tell her story – she can embrace her poetic 
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nature and utilize metaphor and other literary devices without distancing her story from reality. 

Atwood’s novel is different in that it does not operate to integrate the selves of the narrative with 

the author, rather it tells the story of a woman using her story to reincorporate her past selves. In 

this sense, The Handmaid’s Tale is a book about the representation of selves through 

storytelling, since the narrator achieves a narrative identity by telling the story of Offred. This 

distinction is reflected in the two texts’ titles.  

As titles, The Handmaid’s Tale and Know My Name make very different statements. 

First, The Handmaid’s Tale is a possessive phrase–the “tale” being told belongs to the 

“handmaid” telling it–so while Offred’s story is certainly being told, it is unclear if the narrator is 

still identifying as “Offred” or as “June,” thereby complicating if the narrator is still identifying 

as the owner of the tale. This possessive ambiguity is strikingly different from the declarative 

statement made by Know My Name. Miller titles her work assertively, placing her true identity 

and name in direct connection on the cover of her book. Her name is the first thing you learn 

about the narrator. At one point, this was going to be Atwood’s approach as well – Atwood 

states, “When I first began The Handmaid’s Tale it was called Offred, the name of its central 

character…At some time during the writing, the novel’s name changed to The Handmaid’s Tale, 

partly in honor of Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, but partly also in reference to fairy tales and 

folktales: the story told by the central character partakes–for later or remote listeners–of the 

unbelievable, the fantastic, as do the stories told by those who have survived earth-shattering 

events” (xv). Herein lies the strongest connection between the two titles and indeed the two texts: 

both are stories told from survivors of earth-shattering events.  

 Chanel Miller dressed on the night of January 17th, 2015 to go with her younger sister 

Tiffany to a fraternity party at nearby Stanford University. At the party, Miller consumed alcohol 
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to the point of blacking out. She would regain consciousness in a hospital, learn that she had 

been sexually assaulted, and undergo an invasive rape kit in a state of disbelief. Within 24 hours 

of the assault, Miller pressed charges against the perpetrator, Brock Turner. This event fractured 

Miller’s life into pieces: she quit her job, moved out of California, endured the horrendously 

inefficient criminal justice system, all while attempting to maintain functioning and healthy 

interpersonal relationships in the wake of the assault. Miller was assigned the name “Emily Doe” 

by the court to protect her identity publicly throughout the trial. All of her efforts, as well as the 

efforts of the District Attorney, the testimony of two witnesses of the assault, the countless hours 

and funds that went into collecting and testing forensic evidence, taking witness statements, and 

each and every piece of evidence that aided in convicting Turner of three felonies ultimately 

resulted in a six-month sentence in county jail of which Turner served three. The sentencing and 

Emily Doe’s victim impact statement triggered enormous public outcry, calling for criminal 

justice reform and for the judge who passed the sentence to be recalled. Both would happen in 

the wake of the case. Miller’s identity was entirely unknown to the public from when the assault 

occurred to when she published her memoir in September of 2019.  

 Five days after the book was published, on September 29, 2019, Miller sat down with 

Oprah Winfrey for an interview. Oprah begins, saying, “for more than four and a half years, the 

public has only known you as Emily Doe…Now you’re sitting here with me, since you revealed 

yourself, or you’re merging the two, Emily Doe with Know My Name Chanel Miller. I read that 

during this whole time you’ve been feeling like you were living a double life…so what has it felt 

like to merge them?” Miller responds, saying, “Well, today is the first day as my full self” 

(02:35-03:35). Miller is very clear about living with two identities, both her primary identity of 

Chanel Miller and her assumed identity of Emily Doe. Throughout her book, Miller uses 
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storytelling as a means to analyze and understand her own dual identities. To understand how 

Miller progressed towards reintegration, we must first return to the point of division. 

 

The Division of Chanel Miller and Emily Doe 

 Miller begins her narrative with a small, unassuming sentence that parallels its meaning: 

“I am shy” (1). Unusual words to begin a book that will reveal the darkest, most private and 

personal moments of someone’s life – Miller begins her memoir with childhood tales of being a 

playground peacemaker and dreaming of one day becoming a mascot so she could dance 

publicly without being seen to emphasize her true self. It is important for the reader to first know 

who she really is because, she says, “in the story I’m about to tell, I begin with no name or 

identity. No character traits or behaviors assigned to me. I was found as a half-naked body, alone 

and unconscious. No wallet, no ID. Policemen were summoned, a Stanford dean was awakened 

to see if he could recognize me, witnesses asked around; nobody knew who I belonged to, where 

I’d come from, who I was” (2). This is Emily Doe’s beginning, anonymity at the very root of her 

being. Miller wakes up in an “adult crib” in the hospital being looked down upon by nurses who 

“were beaming at [her] like [she] was a newborn” (5; 8). She uses imagery of being reborn to 

indicate she has been irrevocably changed, no longer an unseen, shy girl. Just as an infant must 

learn self-awareness, Miller comes to understand her newborn identity over time.  

 Miller undergoes a rape kit at the hospital in a state of disbelief and shock. She 

obediently complies to commands to sit up, bend over, turn this way and that. When a stack of 

papers to sign is set in front of her, she is similarly robotic, signing everything without reading. 

However, one term stands out to her: “I stopped when I saw the words Rape Victim in bold at 

the top of one sheet…I paused. No, I do not consent to being a rape victim. If I signed on the 
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line, would I become one? If I refused to sign, could I remain my regular self?” (9). To Miller, 

placing her name on a paper that identified her as a rape victim is what would make her the 

victim she didn’t want to be – she had not yet realized that the damage was done, already no 

longer her “regular self.” The nurses continue documenting Miller’s physical state and collecting 

evidence. Miller tells of this by saying, “they could not undo what was done, but they could 

record it, photograph every millimeter of it, seal it into bags, force someone to look. Not once 

did they sigh or pity or poor thing me. They did not mistake my submission for weakness, so I 

did not feel a need to prove myself, to show them that I was more than this. They knew” (13). 

Thankfully, Miller was being treated by a Sexual Assault Response Team (SART) trained in 

trauma informed care. They had seen enough to know that victims of sexual assault are not 

reduced to the one-dimensional identity of “victim,” but remain complex individuals after an 

assault. Miller lauds the nurses who cared for her and produced a safe space wherein she felt 

protected. This respite from judgement and criticism is small, unfortunately, Miller learns 

quickly.  

 After her rape kit, Miller is allowed to shower and studies her body. She describes 

wanting to cleanse herself of the assault:  

I watched the clear water stream over my skin, useless; everything I needed to clean was  

internal. I looked down at my body, a thick, discolored bag, and thought, Somebody take 

this away too, I can’t be left alone with this…I wanted the water to seep through my pores, 

to burn every cell and regenerate. I wanted to inhale all the steam, to suffocate, go blind, 

evaporate. (14-15).  

Just as Offred avoided looking at her body that “determines [her] so completely,” Miller 

similarly wanted to divide her mind from her body that had been assaulted (Handmaid’s Tale 

63). Her body had become an object that had experienced an event that her mind had not. To this 
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day, Miller has no memory of the assault. This is first noted by Detective Mike Kim who takes 

Miller’s initial statement. Kim is guarded with the information he has about the assault leaving 

Miller in a confused state. She says, “I had a foothold in two different worlds; one where nothing 

happened, one where I may have been raped” (18). Miller attempts to return to her normal life 

without a clear understanding of her assault.  

 Miller attempts to avoid acknowledging the effect this assault had on her life in numerous 

ways. Miller sees her sister Tiffany at the hospital, saying, “the victim in me vanished as I 

became the older sister” (18). This is the first indication Miller gives that she recognized a 

difference between her identity as a victim and her identity as an older sister. Her role as an older 

sister is the role of protector: after describing the many times she acted as a guardian, Miller 

says, “holding it together for [Tiffany] was what I’d been trained for” (20). To hold it together, 

Miller says she “put the memory of that morning inside a large jar. I took this jar and carried it 

down, down, down, flights and flights of stairs, placing it inside a cabinet, locking it away, and 

walking briskly back up the stairs to continue with the life I had built, the one that had nothing to 

do with him, or what he could ever do to me. The jar was gone” (28). Naïve as it may have been, 

Miller says that she “had no room for words such as rape, victim, trauma, abrasions, attorneys in 

the world [she] was trying to build” (29). Although she attempts to ignore her present 

circumstances, it does not change the reality of what happened. She writes, “every time I thought 

of that morning, another jar was born. Now jars filled every inch of my mind. I had nowhere to 

put them. They cluttered the stairwells, could not be contained in cabinets. I was full of these 

sealed jars, no room to sit or walk or breathe” (32). Here, Miler recognizes that she is incapable 

of functioning normally while ignoring the facts of the past – she finally learns the full 

circumstances of her assault while sitting at her desk at work.  
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 Because Miller had not been substantively informed about her assault, the details were 

revealed to her along with the public. Miller was “at [her] desk sipping a mug of coffee, scrolling 

through a sandwich menu for lunch” when she “clicked back to the news on [her] homepage, 

saw Stanford athlete, saw raping, saw unconscious woman” (33). She was attempting to 

embrace the normalcy of her life when “Google finally sat [her] down and broke the news.” She 

learned that Turner digitally (meaning using his fingers) penetrated her vagina and was 

witnessed doing so by two passersby who interrupted the assault. The witnesses, two Swedish 

graduate students named Carl-Fredrik Arndt and Peter Jonsson, feared Miller was dead and first 

checked to make sure Miller was breathing, chased Turner as he fled, and finally tackled Turner, 

pinning him to the ground while awaiting the authorities (O’Connor). Miller reads the police 

report and learns the details of her own assault. After reading what had been done to her, Miller 

says, “I decided right then it was not true, none of it was real, because I, Chanel, was sitting at 

the office, and the body being publicly taken apart did not belong to me. I suppose this was when 

Emily Doe was born, me but not me at all, and suddenly I hated her, I did not want this, her 

nakedness, her pain. It was Emily, all of this was Emily” (37). While Miller considers this the 

“birth” of Emily Doe, I contend that instead this is the first time Miller recognizes her dual 

identities. Emily Doe was very much already in the world, but Miller had not yet accepted her as 

real, instead attempting to lock her away in a jar in a cabinet in the basement, far away. Miller 

continues to struggle with Emily’s reality as she reads media coverage of her assault.  

 The only attributes ascribed to Emily in the media were those of an assault victim at the 

hands of Brock Turner. I pause here to note that Miller takes no issue with identifying herself as 

a victim but does not accept being called “Brock Turner’s victim” – her rationale is as clear as it 

is concise, “because apostrophe ‘s’ has a possessive quality, and I don’t belong to him, never 
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have, never will” (Chanel Miller 06:25-34). Miller reads article after article, including all of the 

comments made by strangers, about the assault and what happened to her. She describes closing 

her computer and contemplating her present circumstances: “I wondered how in an instant my 

identity had been reduced to the blacked-out and raped woman. This person who could never be 

a role model, at best a cautionary tale. If anyone ever found out, I understood I’d be publicly 

disgraced, permanently branded. This part of me had to be severed. I passed all of this mess, 

these new obstacles, uncertain future, soiled identity, to Emily” (Know My Name 48).  Unable to 

reconcile herself as a protective sister, artist, girlfriend, daughter, writer, runner, and all that 

made her who she was with the flat, one-dimensional unconscious, vulnerable, assaulted victim 

in the news, Miller assigns the assault entirely to Emily. Emily must be the one to face the 

challenges of the legal system, not Miller. Miller’s primary identity remains unmarred as she 

saddles Emily Doe with all of the self-blame she feels. Faced with a public that would conflate 

Miller with Emily’s faults and a private life incompatible with Emily’s defects, Miller begins to 

live what she describes as a double life.  

 Miller articulates the alternate lives that she and Emily lead by describing their different 

environments. She writes, 

Emily and I lived separate lives. My days were wonderfully ordinary, full of movement 

and texture; fresh salmon dinners with crispy skin, long talks on the phone with Lucas, bike 

rides through the Baylands with my dad across crunchy salt and pickleweed…On the 

outside, life had seamlessly carried on. Emily lived inside a tiny world, narrow and 

confined. She didn’t have any friends, appeared only occasionally to go to the courthouse, 

police station, or make calls in the stairwell. I did not like her fragility, how quietly she 

spoke and seemed to know nothing. I knew she was hungry for nourishment, to be 
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acknowledged and cared for, but I refused to recognize her needs. I did not want to learn 

more about the court system, refused therapy. You don’t need it, I told her. (53).  

Miller attempts to maintain hold of a life that includes enjoyment, pleasure, care, and comfort, 

instead of being fully submerged into a life where she is reduced to the worst thing that has 

happened to her, one that she does not even remember what happened to her. Emily is confined 

to certain spaces–the police station and the courthouse–and Miller recalls that “during the car 

ride [to the courthouse] I transformed into Emily, letting the warmth of the day drain away” (54). 

Echoing the concept that individuals are co-existent with their environment that Sherill Grace 

identifies as a central component of Atwood’s fiction, Miller indicates that she is also co-

constructed by and with her environment.  

Further similarities occur between the identities of Emily Doe and Offred. Most unfairly, 

Miller had no choice in becoming Emily just as June had no choice in becoming Offred. While 

Emily was not created by an oppressive regime, her creation was necessitated by the U.S. legal 

system that recognizes publicly identifying a victim’s name is equivalent to placing a target for 

harassment on them: Emily was created to bear the brunt of the attacks on her character and the 

dehumanization and flattening of the self that occurs when a person is the victim of a rape. Miller 

writes, “The moment I was violently dragged into his story, my story stopped. When I was 

finally out of his hands, or rather when his hands slipped out of me, I was released back into my 

life. But it was during that brief passing over, that period where he took the reins, where I lost 

everything” (67). Miller recognizes that she has only experienced one rape but will be victimized 

countless times by a defense team set on destroying her credibility, saying “In court, I’d be 

forced to forfeit my anonymity and all the protection that came with it…the day I’d show up in 

court would be the day I surrendered my safety” (87). She would be exposed in court, unable to 

“place a bag on [her] head” to protect her face from being seen by her rapist who said he would 
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not be able to pick her out of a lineup (perhaps the privacy Offred’s wings provide would’ve 

been satisfactory). Miller’s attempt to keep her lives separate corrodes her relationships as she 

experiences uncontrollable emotions.  

 Realizing she must reveal her assault in order to gain support, Miller discloses to her 

sister, parents, and partner, but still attempts to live separately as both Chanel and Emily. The 

DA handling her case, Alaleh Kiancerci, needed to discuss trial preparation with Miller. Since 

Miller was living in Philadelphia at the time, it was impossible for her to physically place herself 

into Emily’s space (the courthouse) to discuss this. Instead, the conversation had to take place in 

the apartment she shared with her partner Lucas. This was distinctly coded as a space for Chanel, 

not Emily, where Chanel wouldn’t have to address Emily’s case. So, when Miller receives a call 

from Tiffany, she answers it, despite knowing it conflicted with Alaleh’s call. Not wanting 

Miller to miss any important trial prep, Lucas points out that it is time for her call with Alaleh 

and tells Chanel to hang up on Tiffany. Miller flies into a rage, screaming “What, you think I 

can’t tell fucking time? That I can’t see the fucking time on the fucking stove? That you get to 

decide when I can and cannot talk to my sister?” Explaining this outburst, she says, “my anger 

came pouring out, vile and immediate. My voice rose as if someone else’s hand was steadily 

turning the dial…I didn’t recognize who I was becoming. Volatile, enraged, touch the topic and 

I’d explode” (98-99). Finally realizing that keeping her identities separate came at the risk of 

ruining her cherished relationships, Miller decides to seek psychological help. The process of 

connecting her selves back together occurs not only in therapy, but in the courtroom, online, and 

most potently, through the process of storytelling.  
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Integrating the Identities of Chanel Miller and Emily Doe 

 The process of integrating Emily Doe’s identity into Chanel Miller’s understanding of 

herself began in therapy. Miller tells Oprah in their interview that it took her eight months from 

the time she was assaulted to go to therapy (Chanel Miller 10:15). She speaks on revealing 

herself as Emily to her therapist, saying “I needed to show her Emily, needed to bring her to the 

scene where she was found beneath the trees. For the first time, I was handing someone a 

flashlight declaring, Come with me. She followed me, pulling back branches, as I shined the 

beam of light on her body. The therapist looked at me. I told her we had three weeks to get Emily 

on her feet, get her ready” (Know My Name 100). Miller once again uses the imagery of Emily 

inextricably connected to her environment – she speaks as if Emily were still lying on the ground 

behind the dumpster where she was assaulted. I read this description of Emily as a recognition 

that Miller had been neglecting to care of the parts of herself that were injured. In her attempts to 

move on with her life as Chanel, Emily remained stagnant, unable to move as Chanel moved, 

tethering both of them to the past. Miller says, “when my therapist asked me if I’d noticed the 

assault affecting other parts of my life, I instinctively shook my head. The whole point is that it’s 

entirely separate from my life, I’ve kept it that way for a reason…As I spoke, I realized the 

assault had moved from the periphery to the very center” (101). Miller finally grasps that in 

order to move forward as Chanel Miller, she must bring Emily Doe along with her.  

 Although she didn’t initially recognize Emily’s purpose, Miller realizes that she needs 

Emily in order to testify in court about what happened to her. Emily must be believable, modest, 

respectful; to achieve this, Miller buys “a sweater the color of old milk, soft and quiet. Emily’s 

new uniform” to wear in court (108). She gives her first testimony at the pre-trial hearings on 
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September 27th, 2015. Unsurprisingly, Miller is often emotional throughout her testimony, but 

she is still able to answer all questions asked. She recalls one such emotional exchange: 

Pushing and pushing, every detail, every feeling. Did a nurse perform an exam on your 

genitals? It was a fairly invasive exam? At this I paused, sat for a moment, wiping my face. 

If I shared too much, I’d make everyone uncomfortable. But she was asking me. Why 

should I carry the shame for the things that were done to my body. I had a plastic beak 

stuck in me, I said, I had Q-tips in my anus. They painted my vagina blue I think to look for 

abrasions. They spread my legs. Photographed me. They photographed me naked. So yes. 

I felt a little lighter. I’d stated my truth unapologetically, and for a moment I’d held the 

power, made the men fidget, cast their eyes down. (115).  

Emily could finally talk about what happened to her, share her truth with the court, made sure 

her rapist heard what it was like for her after the assault. These are the small steps taken toward 

Emily Doe’s story being heard.  

 Media closely covered the trial from its genesis, but Emily’s story was still diminished to 

the story of a drunk, unconscious woman. Miller reads an article on the pre-trial hearing and 

describes it as follows: “Emily was described as giving emotional testimony. It was reported she 

and her sister drank beers that three men gave them before Emily woke up in the hospital. Alaleh 

pressed Emily, asking her again if she remembered anything that happened in between those two 

events. Emily responded, “No,” and started to cry. Cry had never looked like such a tiny word, a 

drop of water. Everything felt flattened out and simplified” (121). Emily’s story was being 

filtered not only through the questions of the DA and defense attorney, but also by the pen of the 

writer and strikes of the editor of the stories published. Emily did not yet have the space to tell 

her story in her own words.  
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 Miller realizes that the road to identity integration will require close attention to her 

needs. She flies back to Philadelphia after the pre-trial hearing, “un-becoming Emily, so lonely 

in drab clothing, crying always crying, and returning to myself” (122). Miller describes the 

aftermath of giving her first testimony by saying, “the parts of my mind I’d left untouched for so 

long had been awoken; the jars I’d stored away in January uncapped broken, contents released” 

(127-128). Finally opening up and exposing all of Emily’s pain and brokenness had allowed 

Miller to stop keeping everything, as she eloquently puts, jarred inside. This allows her to care 

for her body again, beginning by making dumplings the same way her mother had taught to her 

as a child. She recalls, “my loneliness was turning into something edible, something nourishing, 

something good when dipped in chili pepper and soy sauce” (129). She takes herself to get a 

haircut, telling the hairdresser “just a trim, I said, which is easier to say than, I’m here because I 

need to talk to humans, I need you to gently touch my head” (130). She begins to meet her need 

for connection, specifically going to spaces where she can engage in safe physical contact with 

others and take pleasure in the grooming of her body. In the following days, she gets a manicure 

and then gets her eyebrows done. Now having allowed Emily to release some of her bottled 

emotions, Miller is able to progress forward with a lighter burden. Miller continues to advance 

towards identity integration – one particularly striking image of this progression takes the form 

of Miller wearing her milk-colored sweater, Emily’s uniform, to perform standup comedy.  

 Miller auditions to participate in a comedy show in Philadelphia and impresses the 

organizers so much that she is scheduled to close the show, a place of high honor. She spends 

weeks practicing with the cohort to perfect her set, and “when deciding what to wear, [she] came 

across the oatmeal sweater [she’d] worn in court” (135). She decides to wear it, saying “I had 

spent all my time trying to bury Emily, to forget and repress her. Now I wanted to show myself 
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that the one crying in court was the same one who would be funny onstage. Both existed in me.” 

This allows Emily to join Chanel on stage and take on characteristics other than “drunk” and 

“unconscious.” Miller proves to herself that Emily can exist in contexts of her own making, that 

she need not be limited to certain spaces. She remembers the emotional fragility she felt while 

testifying, contrasting it with the power she feels on stage: “I was alone again in front of a 

microphone, but this time I spoke, and they listened, no objections. As I began talking, I heard 

my voice leading hundreds of people exactly where I wanted to take them, and all at once they 

erupted into laughter…I felt whole, standing on my own” (136). This is the first time Miller 

utilizes her own voice authentically while integrating a piece of her Emily Doe identity. Miller 

realizes that her minimization of Emily into the sole category of “victim” served to perpetuate 

rape culture that is partially constructed by the dehumanization of victims.  

 Miller becomes more familiar with the prevalence of rape as she engages with civil rights 

nonprofit Rise. She sees a graphic on a newspaper, “woman symbols, the kind you see on 

bathroom signs, across the entire page, all gray, with one in five inked red” to show how one in 

five women on college campuses are sexually assaulted (139). Miller realizes that when the rate 

of a crime is so high, the crime itself becomes ironically normalized: “A word came to my mind, 

another…I can’t believe there’s been another. The shock had dimmed. No longer a bang, but an 

ache…this was no longer a fight against my rapist, it was a fight to be humanized. I had to hold 

on to my story, figure out how to make myself heard. If I didn’t break out, I’d become a statistic. 

Another red figure in a grid” (140). Miller discerns that she must fully accept herself as Emily if 

she wanted her story to be heard and believed – she was not a nameless, amorphous statistic, but 

she was a full person. The person that is a sister, partner, friend and comic, is the same person 

who was raped. Miller’s determination to have Emily’s story heard and prevent her from 
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becoming an incomprehensible statistic prepared her to write the victim impact statement that 

shifted a national conversation.  

 The prosecution must secure a guilty verdict before Miller is even allowed to read a 

victim impact statement in court. In March of 2016, jury selection began for the trial. Miller 

agonizes over her presentation in court and how she will appear to the jury, thinking, “I 

wondered what behavior was acceptable for a victim. What tone? [Alaleh] warned me not to get 

too angry. I learned that if you’re angry, you’re defensive. If you’re flat, you’re apathetic. Too 

upbeat, you’re suspect. If you weep, you’re hysterical. Being too emotional made you unreliable. 

But being unemotional made you unaffected… just be yourself, she said. Which self, I wanted to 

reply” (149-150). Miller would need to study her prior responses to questions from all legal 

authorities. She recalls, “I would be sitting on the stand with three other selves; the hospital, 

police station, and preliminary hearing selves. All four retellings had to align.” She studies her 

prior statements to refresh her memory but later says that “no amount of preparation could 

protect [her] from the erasure of self, the unbecoming” that happens in court (159). I contend that 

this “erasure of self” Miller mentions is the attempt made by the defense to reduce the identity of 

Chanel Miller into the identity of Emily Doe. Emily Doe possesses none of Chanel’s complexity, 

and while Emily Doe is a part of Chanel Miller, it is inaccurate to characterize Chanel Miller as 

only Emily Doe. Even the DA’s questioning challenges Miller to testify that she is Emily Doe 

even in Emily’s most vulnerable state.  

 Just as Miller describes leading her therapist back to the place where Emily Doe was 

assaulted, Alaleh leads Chanel back to confront her own shattered reality. In court, Alaleh shows 

the jury and Miller photographs taken the night of the assault of Miller dirty and unconscious in 

a hospital bed. Having never before seen these photos, Miller is confronted by the image of 
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herself in a powerless and vulnerable state. Miller describes the gut-wrenching realization that 

these are photographs of her, saying  

I was unaware there had been photos of me unconscious at the hospital. Now being pushed 

across my podium was my head, my brown scalp threaded with long auburn pine needles 

in a room I’d never seen. My stomach seized. It’s me, that’s me. I felt cutting pains in my 

stomach, put these away…I wanted to say, That’s not me, me is right here, sitting in front 

of you. I clenched my hands, flexed my feet, trapped in my stand with no power to stop 

what was happening. DA: Is that you, Chanel?Yes, I said. (168-169).  

One may think that to be powerful is to be unassailable, beyond reproach, a shining example of 

good moral judgement. One may also think that to have emotional fortitude would mean never 

breaking down into fits of tears when forced to revisit one’s most traumatic experiences in the 

oft-futile hope that the perpetrator of that trauma faces some retribution for their actions. Miller 

presents in these unpolished accounts of her shock, terror, sadness, squeamish and abject states 

while undergoing her trial a strength and emotional fortitude that is refreshingly authentic. To be 

strong is not synonymous with never breaking down, but rather to have the strength to return to 

the site of being broken, to gather the pieces, and see what can still be put together; this shows 

true strength and courage. The cover of Know My Name is a soft teal blue striped with iridescent 

gold streaks. On the copyright page, under the typical information about the Library of Congress 

categorization, appear the words “A note on the cover” which reads “The gold veins on the cover 

represent the Japanese art of kintsugi, ‘golden repair,’ in which pieces of the broken pottery are 

mended with powdered gold and lacquer, rather than treating the breaks as blemishes to conceal. 

The technique shows us that although an object cannot be returned to its original state, fragments 

can be made whole again” (viii). Miller’s assault broke her – to return to Herman, it was the 
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traumatic event that caused the fracturing of self. Although Chanel had been broken, she and 

Emily work together to put the pieces back together, to fight for justice.  

Alaleh pushes Miller to reconstruct what she can remember of that night, making it 

perfectly clear to the jury that she had no intention of engaging in any sexual behaviors with 

Turner whatsoever. Continuing with the questioning, Miller recalls that “the gruesomeness no 

longer scared [her]. [She] had nothing left to hide,” answering every question calmly and to the 

best of her ability. Alaleh asks “that night, when you went out to Stanford, did you have any 

intention of meeting anybody?... DA: Did you have any intention of hooking up with anybody?... 

DA: Did you have any intention of kissing the defendant?... DA: Did you have any interest in him 

at all?” (171). These questions all lead to one clear, declarative answer from Miller: NO. She 

states, 

I looked up at Brock, his eyes already on me. I stared back. The thing about victims is that 

they wake up. Maybe you thought I’d never be able to go through with this. Maybe you 

thought, She has no memory, but I will never let you forget. DA: Did you have any interest 

in him at all? I wanted to climb onto my stand with a large red paintbrush, to paint NO 

across the back wall of the courtroom in long red strokes, each letter twenty feet tall. I 

wanted a banner to unfurl from the ceiling releasing crimson balloons. I want everyone’s 

shirts lifted, Ns and Os painted across hairy stomachs, NONONONONO, doing the wave. 

I wanted to say, Ask me again. Ask me a million times and that will always be my answer. 

No is the beginning and the end of this story…I was finally answering the question he’d 

never bothered to ask.  (171).  

 Thankfully, the solid reality of Miller’s non-consent was strongly conveyed to the jury. No 

matter how many times the defense attempted to paint her as the dirty dumpster girl, they 
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understood that if a person is unconscious or heavily intoxicated, they should not be sexually 

penetrated. The jury was unanimous: Brock Turner was found guilty on all three felony counts.  

 Miller describes her reaction to hearing Turner’s conviction and its effect on her sense of 

self. On March 30th, 2016, Turner was convicted of assault with the intent to commit a felony, 

sexual penetration when the victim was intoxicated, and sexual penetration where the victim was 

unconscious of the nature of the act, pursuant to California penal code sections 220(a)(1), 289(e), 

and 289(d), respectively (Superior Court of California, County of Santa Clara). Miller describes 

the moment she hears the yesses flowing from jury members as “a pure and constant rhythm, 

beating into [her]. A recitation of truth. The yesses go unbroken” (207). Her journey it seems has 

come nearly full circle; justice now will be served. She reflects on her journey to where she is 

from where she began: 

It was like looking back at a sandy shore from the water and realizing how far I had  

drifted. How far I had let myself go. Who was this person sitting here, so hungry to be told 

the answer was yes? I thought of Emily that morning, standing in the shower, struggling to 

stand up straight, surrounded by steam. Somewhere along the way I’d become the voices 

that told her she was a humiliation, should learn to think realistically. I told her she deserved 

the damage, questioning her instincts. How badly I’d wanted to abandon her. How little I’d 

thought of her life. I sit in sadness, inhaling wet air, my eyes closed, my chest shaking. I 

tune out of the courtroom, the agony too big, my head lowered in apology. I’m so sorry. 

You were not crazy. For so long I believed I needed permission to return to my life, waiting 

for validation. I promised myself I would never question whether I deserved better. The 

answer would always be yes and yes and yes. (207-208).  

The moment Miller hears that her rapist has been convicted is not a moment of triumph or 

celebration, but one of reconciliation. She forgives herself for feeling as though she did not have 
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a life worth living, for feeling “crazy,” for questioning if she had deserved it. She realizes that all 

twelve jurors agree, it is Brock’s fault, not Emily’s. Miller thinks to herself “I thought my body 

wasn’t worth anything. I thought I didn’t matter, but I do. Strangely I am nodding my head, as if 

hearing this for the first time” (209). The conviction of Turner finally allows Chanel to embrace 

Emily as a part of herself – she has received validation from the court system that Tuner, not 

Emily, is to blame. She also gains confirmation that she is a victim who deserves justice. 

Without the burden of guilt, Chanel accepts her identity as the victim Emily Doe. Sentencing is 

the next step in the process. As Turner was convicted of three felonies, he could serve a 

maximum of fourteen years in prison, but DA Alaleh recommends six years (214). It is for the 

sentencing hearing that Miller writes her victim impact statement.  

 Miller recognizes that she is one of the very small percentage of sexual assault victims 

that actually see their assailant convicted and hopes to see Turner’s punishment fit the crime. 

According to an article evaluating sentencing norms for convicted rapists by Claire Kebodeaux, 

“six out of a thousand rapists will be incarcerated” for their crimes (33). Using this statistic, 

Miller is in the 0.6% of victims whose perpetrators see the inside of a jail cell. However, one 

short call with a probation officer wherein Miller expressed hope that Turner’s sentence would 

focus on rehabilitation resulted in the probation officer recommending a lenient sentence. The 

probation officer’s recommendation is quoted in Miller’s book as the following: “A moderate 

county jail sentence, formal probation, and sexual offender treatment is respectfully 

recommended” (219). Miller is devastated by these words, saying “Moderate suggested his 

crime was of low quality, low intensity, tolerable…sexual violence labeled moderate, why 

shouldn’t we be enraged” (219; 221). It was in this state of indignation that Miller wrote the 

statement that would go viral.  
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 From the point of the assault to the point of conviction, Chanel Miller had been on a 

journey to reincorporation and self-acceptance. Emily Doe was born as the unconscious girl 

behind the dumpster, taken to the hospital for treatment, and then released to the media to be 

misrepresented, criticized, and contorted into a warped image of a woman stuck in time, alone 

and beyond saving. Although, as Miller says, victims wake up. She was able to return to Emily 

and care for her, embracing treatment and care necessary to heal. The final thing that Emily 

needed to do in court was to tell her story in her own words. Storytelling becomes a powerful 

tool for Chanel Miller to move towards identity integration with Emily Doe. 

 

Telling Emily’s Story 

 In the introduction to her book, Miller writes about why she is telling her story. She 

begins jokingly by saying, “The fact that I spelled subpoena, subpeena, may suggest I am not 

qualified to tell this story. But all court transcripts are at the world’s disposal, all news articles 

online. This is not the ultimate truth, but it is mine, told to the best of my ability” – Miller’s truth 

as told through her story is, she says, “an attempt to transform the hurt inside myself, to confront 

a past, and find a way to live with and incorporate these memories. I want to leave them behind 

so I can move forward” (xi). By writing this book, Miller makes concrete her personal account of 

her past, trapping the memories on paper and thereby unburdening herself from being the sole 

person to know her full story. Miller prefaces her narrative with a quote from Toni Morrison that 

reads “When you know your name, you should hang on to it, for unless it is noted down and 

remembered, it will die when you do” (xiii). On the topic of naming, Miller says that after she 

was assaulted, “My old life left me, and a new one began. I was given a new name to protect my 

identity: I became Emily Doe,” but in finally telling her story, she says, “I finally name myself. 
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My name is Chanel” (xi-xii). In writing Know My Name, Chanel finally tells her story as herself, 

creating her own narrative and imparting to the reader her own experience. But before Chanel is 

prepared to tell her full story, Emily’s story must be told.  

 Emily finally gets a chance to speak for herself at Turner’s sentencing hearing. With her 

family, Miller says she told “censored versions,” and in court she was only able to respond to 

questions. Miller writes of this experience, saying,  

I had told my story many times; but with loved ones I told censored versions. In court I could 

only speak through questions others asked me. I took out my worn copy of Anne Lamott’s 

Bird by Bird, which had guided me though college. She wrote, ‘Remember that you own 

what happened to you… You cannot write out of someone else’s dark place; you can only 

write out of your own.’ For the first time I would be telling my version of the story. A letter, 

from me, to Brock. (223).  

Emily wrote her victim impact statement out of her own dark place, telling her story exactly the 

way she wanted it to be told. In the action of reading her statement aloud in court, Emily is able 

to exercise agency as an individual in stark contrast to the way she was portrayed as “stagnant, 

living forever in that twenty-minute time frame…while Brock grew more and more 

multifaceted” (241). Miller writes that her eyes “bore into the side of Brock’s unmoving face, his 

stoic profile. I was rooted, pointing at him. I wanted everyone consumed by my voice, in my 

control” the entire time she read her statement (231). Utilizing her skills as a public speaker 

learned through slam poetry and stand-up comedy, Chanel imbues Emily with an authoritative, 

commanding voice. Turner is forced to listen to the woman he assaulted detail the trauma she 

had endured, he must hear her reject him, to say “no” to a question he never asked. Emily is 

finally able to say everything to him she wished to say that she had not been able to say that 

night. Emily is able to fight back, finally.  
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 While Emily Doe’s victim impact statement did not inspire the judge to reevaluate his 

judgement as Miller had hoped it would, its release into the world certainly inspired a large-scale 

reevaluation of cultural judgements. After being encouraged by close friends to release her 

statement, Miller allowed BuzzFeed reporter Katie J.M. Baker to publish the statement. Baker 

phoned Miller the day after the sentencing to discuss her statement; Miller says in this 

conversation, she “told her they were free to cut whatever they wanted. She said the editors 

weren’t going to touch it…instead she asked if there was anything I’d like to add. I told her, I 

want the judge to know that he ignited a tiny fire” (245). A fire ignited, indeed. In publishing 

Emily Doe’s story unedited, readers experienced all of the raw emotion that was put into it. To 

feel Doe’s emotions in such an unadulterated way was a powerful experience for many. After the 

statement was published, Miller recalls,  

In twenty minutes, there’d been fifteen thousand views. Katie had begun forwarding me 

emails from readers to me. I am crying at my desk. I can’t say much because I am at work 

but I will say that…I wept for your pain and wept for your triumphs. I do not easily 

weep…While I feel sick to my stomach after reading your article, I…It was hard to read, I 

had to stop and come back to it multiple times. I barely made it thought, but I am glad I 

did…Almost every message I received opened with someone telling me the location of 

where they were crying. They were enraged and then devastated, and then they said thank 

you, said everyone must read it (246).  

Emily Doe’s voice was being heard on a scale previously thought entirely inaccessible to her. 

She who was once unconscious, minimized, voiceless, was now being called “Eloquent. Searing. 

Gut-wrenching. Visceral. Courageous. Cogent. A newly minted hero. Emily was a hero” (247). 

BuzzFeed gave Emily Doe her initial platform, but other media were quick to elevate her voice.  
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 Emily’s story began to shift the cultural conversation about victims of sexual assault. 

BuzzFeed tracked how many times the article had been viewed – in two days, the count had 

reached 4,432,947 views and after one week, 15,250,000 (248). The statement was distributed by 

other outlets: “Soon, the statement was published in The Guardian, The Washington Post, the 

Los Angeles Times, The New York Times. It was trending on Twitter…Ashleigh Banfield would 

be reading my letter on CNN…New York mayor Bill de Blasio hosted a reading with his wife, 

Chirlane McCray. California congresswoman Jackie Speier led a one-hour reading on the House 

floor. Congressman Ted Poe of Texas said, She wrote the Bible on what happens to sexual 

assault victims” (248). Everyone came together to read Emily’s words, to hear her voice. Emily 

was being heard. Miller writes of the outpouring of support, saying, “every message was pushing 

me closer to a space in which I was beginning to see myself more clearly” (249). Chanel had 

previously seen Emily as weak and powerless, but seeing Emily through other’s eyes as a strong 

and courageous woman gave Chanel clarity: if Emily had truly ever been as weak and powerless 

as she thought, she never would have been able to write her statement, let alone read it aloud to 

her rapist. However, being strong does not mean that one does not face difficulty.  

 Miller has struggled from the beginning of Emily Doe’s existence to tell her story. Even 

after Emily’s statement was public, Miller’s true identity remained private. She writes, “although 

millions know my story, I only told two people outside of my family the year of the assault. The 

next year I told a few more…The strange thing is, coming out to someone I don’t know is easy. 

Coming out to someone I know is much harder. Perhaps because they contain pockets of your 

past; who you were, what they believed you to be. It’s hard to watch those ideas dissolve to 

reconfigure around this new identity” (274). Perhaps this is why Emily Doe and Chanel Miller 

remained divided into the public and private spheres, respectively. Even as Miller’s primary 
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identity was protected by Emily, she still struggled with the burden of telling Emily’s story. She 

writes about the difficulty eloquently: 

There have been numerous times I have not brought up my case because I do not want to 

upset anybody or spoil the mood. Because I want to preserve your comfort. Because I have 

been told that what I have to say is too dark, too upsetting, too targeting, too triggering, 

let’s tone it down. You will find society asking you for the happy ending, saying come 

back when you’re better, when what you say can make us feel good, when you have 

something more uplifting, affirming. This ugliness was something I never asked for, it was 

dropped on me, and for a long time I worried it made me ugly too. It made me into a sad, 

unwelcome story that nobody wanted to hear. But when I wrote the ugly and painful parts 

into a statement, an incredible thing happened. The world did not plug up its ears, it opened 

itself to me. I do not write to trigger victims. I write to comfort them, and I’ve found that 

victims identity more with pain than platitudes…I write to stand beside them in their 

suffering. I write because the most healing words I have been given are It’s okay not to be 

okay. It’s okay to fall apart, because that’s what happens when you are broken, but I want 

victims to know they will not be left there, that we will be alongside them as they rebuild. 

(310) 

Miller does not shy away from voicing hard truths even if they are impolite or uncomfortable –

the pressure to prioritize the comfort of others over the healing of a survivor is one way that 

society prevents survivors from expressing their experiences. This expected silence results in 

victims being further isolated from support. In court, Miller points out how Brock had many 

character witnesses who described him as a full person, someone who enjoyed things, had 

friends and relatives, dreams and aspirations; Emily Doe, on the other hand, was frozen, as 

Miller says, in the twenty minutes wherein she was assaulted. Miller writes, “For Brock, his goal 
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was to integrate, for me it was to isolate” (271). However, once Emily’s story was public, her 

identity became something flexible that people could utilize to tell their own stories of survival.  

 The name “Emily Doe” became an identity that grew into a symbol of a survivor. While 

Miller’s true identity was not public, many were able to see her. Emily’s visibility is 

metaphorical: just as a someone might say, “I see myself in you,” many saw Emily Doe. Her 

spirit was powerfully expressed through her statement and allowed people to genuinely 

understand, to “see,” her. Miller describes one such meaningful instance: 

One day I heard from the White House. Joe Biden wrote me a letter…In his letter, he wrote, 

I see you. What did it mean that the vice president of the United States of America had 

stopped every important thing he was doing, to write I see you. Assault buries the self. We 

lose sight of how and when we are allowed to occupy space. We are made to doubt our 

abilities, disparaged when we speak. My statement had blazed, erupted, was indomitable. 

(250) 

Miller employs writing as a means of unburying Emily Doe. Emily is able to constitute 

herself through language – without any means of expression, Emily would have remained 

stagnant, voiceless, and oppressed.  

Miller hears from other victims who identify with Emily Doe, connecting her to a 

large community of victims who understand the trauma of sexual assault. Miller recalls 

receiving one letter signed “Sincerely, Past Emily Doe” saying that “many wrote to [her] 

saying they had been in [her] position before (251). The spark Miller says the judge 

ignited had indeed grown into a blaze, an inferno even, burning everything around it and 

creating an opening. Miller speaks on this, saying,  

The statement had created a room, a place for survivors to step into and speak aloud their 

heaviest truths, to revisit the untouched parts of their past. If I had come out with my 
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identity the room would have collapsed, its roof weighted by distractions; my history, 

ethnicity, family… Instead, I became the lady with blue hair, the one with the nose ring, I 

was sixty-two, I was Latina, I was a man with a beard. How do you come after me, when 

it is all of us? (252) 

“Emily Doe” has become much more than just a protective identity – she has established 

through storytelling a way for survivors to feel and process their own pain and trauma. In 

this way, it is possible for one to be “seen” without being exposed. Miller describes a 

similar phenomenon in the power of the #MeToo movement.  

 

Towards an Anti-Rape Culture 

 When Emily’s victim impact statement was published in June of 2016, America was in 

the midst of one of the most contentious presidential campaigns in history. The country’s first 

female presidential candidate Hillary Clinton and outspoken businessman Donald Trump had 

been fighting tooth and nail since their nominations. Third-wave feminism had blazed a path for 

a female presidential nominee: beginning in the 1990’s, third-wave feminism saw Anita Hill 

testify in the Supreme Court on her sexual assault allegations against Clarence Thomas, the first 

March for Women’s Lives to support comprehensive sex education and access to birth control, 

and many women gaining political power (Madeleine Albright as the first female Secretary of 

State, Condoleezza Rice as the first female US National Security Advisor, and Nancy Pelosi 

becoming the first female Speaker of the House) (Anand). For many women, Clinton’s 

nomination represented a huge step towards equality for the sexes. If this is what Clinton’s 

nomination signified, Trump’s nomination signified perhaps the exact opposite.  

 Having been accused of sexual misconduct, harassment, or assault by more than a dozen 

women and even being caught on tape bragging about sexual assault, Donald Trump represented 
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the worst that rape culture has to offer: a man whose actions have gone unreprimanded, one who 

shrugs off comments about assaulting women as locker room braggadocio, and one who reduces 

a woman’s value to their body parts was suddenly the Republican nominee for president. Miller 

discusses the infamous Access Hollywood tape that evinces the depth of Trump’s misogyny:  

We heard the tape replayed one thousand times, debated two thousand times, pussy pussy 

pussy, in print, on air, Democrats and Republicans arguing, you’re inappropriate, no 

you’re inappropriate, until it dulled on the ears…the language bothered me, but what 

disturbed me more was the context. All I can see is the legs. Oh, it looks good. Trump and 

Billy Bush were evaluating a woman, not in passing or from memory, but on a bus that 

was slowly pulling up to her. She was present, visible but excluded. I imagine her standing 

outside, smiling and waiting patiently. (277)  

For one, this passage shows how perpetrators can be caught on tape bragging about wanting to 

assault a woman and still be elected president whereas victims are silenced in order to preserve 

the comfort of others. Furthermore, the object of discussion, the woman, was unaware of these 

comments being made, present but oblivious. It is not difficult to see the connection Miller 

makes between Emily Doe and the woman when she writes that “she is the deer while we are 

made aware of the mountain lions lurking in the bushes, and I am whispering at her to perk up 

her ears. Run” (277-278). Miller further draws parallels between Trump and Turner.  

 Miller notes that both Trump and Turner use similar language to describe sexual assault 

and do not exhibit remorse for such language or action. Miller writes, 

I just start kissing them. Just kiss. I don’t even wait. “I kissed her,” Brock said. “And you 

didn’t ask her permission before you kissed her, did you,” my DA said. “No,” Brock said. 

I moved on her like a bitch. “I kissed her cheek and ear,” Brock said. “I touched her breasts. 

I moved her dress down.” Grab ‘em by the pussy. “I took off her underwear…and then I 
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fingered her.” I did try and fuck her. We live in a time where it has become difficult to 

distinguish between the President’s words and that of a nineteen-year-old assailant. (278)  

Miller juxtaposes the twisted connection between Trump’s “grab ‘em by the pussy” statement 

and Turner’s admission that he inserted his fingers into Miller’s unconscious body. When 

challenged about his comments, Trump did not apologize. Instead, he said “This was locker-

room banter, a private conversation that took place many years ago. Instead of apologizing, he 

dragged it from the bus to the locker room, another place inaccessible to women. He never said it 

was supposed to be different, only said it was supposed to be private. He intended to keep us out, 

we were never meant to hear” (278). Women weren’t meant to hear what men say behind closed 

doors, the problem with victims is that they eventually wake up… the same prescribed duty to 

ignore pain and objectification is pushed onto women by a convicted sex offender and the former 

President alike. These attitudes create the environment that sexual assault needs in order to 

proliferate – an environment of silencing the victim and excusing the abuser.  

 There is evidence to suggest that many in the public do not view rape as legitimate unless 

it follows a certain script. Suzanne McKenzie-Mohr describes the ‘legitimate’ rape narrative that 

persists in society, stating that rape is only considered genuine if it adheres to a specific 

prescribed scenario. The scenario in this narrative must include “a woman (typically white and 

able-bodied) who has been raped must be assessed as having been beyond reproach (e.g. sober, 

sexually inexperienced, wearing ‘modest’ attire); a man who rapes must present as a disturbed 

and delinquent stranger (who is often racialized); extreme violence must be involved and 

markedly evident; the woman’s efforts to fight back during the rape must be unmistakable, and 

she must contact the authorities to report the incident immediately afterward; and the woman 

must exhibit significant distress after the rape” (66). Nearly all of these elements save for 

contacting the authorities and exhibiting distress do not apply to Chanel Miller’s assault by 
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Brock Turner. Miller is a Chinese woman, one who was intoxicated and sexually experienced; 

Turner is a wealthy, highly educated, athletic, Caucasian man. While Turner was also intoxicated 

when he assaulted Miller, according to Judge Persky, this absolves him of some guilt, shifting 

the blame over to Miller for being so intoxicated that she became unconscious. Miller writes of 

Persky’s justification, saying “Some weight should be given to the fact that a defendant who is, 

albeit voluntarily, intoxicated versus a defendant who commits an assault with intent to commit 

rape, a completely sober defendant, there is less moral culpability attached to the defendant who 

is legally intoxicated. I had heard this sentiment echoed in the probation officer’s statement. 

Alcohol freed Brock of moral culpability” (233). This absolution of guilt on account of Turner’s 

intoxication perpetuates the commonly held idea that male sexual desires cannot be controlled.  

 In the introduction to their collection of essays Women Voicing Resistance, Suzanne 

McKenzie-Mohr and Michelle N. Lafrance cite multiple studies of perceptions of male sexual 

impulse control: the studies, ranging from 1981 to 2008, evaluate “male sex-drive discourse” that 

purportedly “absolves men of their responsibility and agency for sexual aggression,” instead 

placing the blame on “irresponsible” women who did not protect their honor (4). Notably, all of 

these studies from across decades draw nearly identical conclusions indicating that attitudes have 

not changed much, if at all, over time. In their article “(Sex) Crime and Punishment in the 

#MeToo Era: How the Public Views Rape,” researchers Schwarz, Baum, and Cohen report 

similar attitudes. They state,  

Socio-sexual behavioral norms may also play an important role in attributions of blame in 

the context of rape. Contemporary notions of masculinity suggest that the male sex drive 

is natural and uncontrollable, and that ‘boys will be boys’…Building on classical feminist 

literature that distinguishes between public and private spaces, and women’s proper place 

in the latter (Brownmiller 1975; Benedict 1992), the ‘good girls don’t get raped’ narrative 
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may also apply when an incident takes place in a location that suggests risk-taking or 

‘contributory negligence’ on the part of the victim (Bryden and Lengnick 1997: 1333). (8) 

Taking into account these ingrained cultural attitudes about male sexuality and responsibility for 

sexual aggression and violence, one can better understand the logic of those who would absolve 

Turner of guilt. With these attitudes in mind and factoring in the disinhibition that accompanies 

excess alcohol consumption, the justification for Turner’s actions can be put forth: he is absolved 

initially for being a man deemed inherently incapable of controlling his sexual impulses and then 

additionally because he was further uninhibited, “albeit voluntarily” as Persky notes, by alcohol. 

Schwarz, Baum, and Cohen’s article further substantiates the claim that the attitudes described in 

McKenzie-Mohr’s article are widely held.  

 The researchers study public perceptions about rape for the express reason that “the 

public’s biases critically influence how well the criminal justice system serves rape survivors” 

(3). To study these perceptions, the researchers identify “four key, measurable features of rape 

culture: victim blaming, empathizing with perpetrators, assuming the victim’s consent, and 

questioning the victim’s credibility” (4). Each feature is combined with “case-level 

characteristics” that can shape the outcome of any given rape case. Gender roles are influential as 

previously stated – men have uncontrollable sexual urges and women must guard themselves 

against expected advances; if a woman is assaulted, the blame shifts to her for not preventing the 

attack. Another variable is the race of both the perpetrator and victim.  

 Schwarz, Baum, and Cohen conclude that race plays an important part in whether people 

would suggest reporting a perpetrator or would assign blame to a victim. They state, “With 

historical roots in slavery and beliefs about racial supremacy, the rape of a white woman by a 

black defendant has traditionally been interpreted as a ‘theft of white men’s ‘property’’” (5). 

Drawing on the ideological roots of American women’s legal standing as property of men (and 
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non-individuals) as well as perpetuating the racist notion of black individuals as criminal, sexual 

assault involving a white female victim and a black male perpetrator is likely to be believed as 

‘legitimate rape.’ However, the assault might not be considered a violent crime, but rather as a 

theft. This ‘theft’ would be of a woman’s honor or virtue, again adhering to the restriction that 

victims be sexually pure and modest. As evidenced by the response of one study participant, 

“since the perp was of black origin I would say he’s probably more guilty” (5). When races are 

reversed, the rape is less likely to be believed. A similar study by Aldert Vrij and Agneta Fischer 

found “that cases involving black victims tend to be punished less harshly than those involving 

white victims because rape reports by black women are often considered suspect” (6). The same 

study found that white perpetrators were more likely to be exonerated than black perpetrators.  

While no study referenced by Schwarz and colleagues researched the perceptions of 

Asian victims or perpetrators, Miller discusses her identity as an Asian American and the 

characterizations made about them: “I had grown up in the margins; in the media Asian 

Americans were assigned side roles, submissive, soft-spoken secondary characters. I had grown 

used to being unseen, to never being fully known” (Know My Name 250). Importantly, the 

assumption of Miller’s race by the probation officer who requested a lenient sentence for Turner 

inflames Miller’s indignation. Of her experience after reading the report written by the probation 

officer that seemingly attempts to abate Turner’s guilt, Miller writes,  

Brock is the only person being held accountable for the actions of other irresponsible 

adults. There was another form filled out by the officer I had spoken to. Under victim’s 

race, she had checked White. Never in my life have I checked only White. You cannot note 

my whiteness without acknowledging I am equal parts Chinese. That single check mark 

was a testament to how little time she’d taken to know me, making the assumption I was 

white over the phone without bothering to ask…Everything was so calm. Nothing matched 
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what I was feeling, my rage had nowhere to go. I smacked the cup of pencils, the thin stems 

spilling to the floor. I’M CHINESE. I screamed, slamming the table with my fists, throwing 

back my chair. I’M CHINESE. (220) 

Miller’s identity as a Chinese woman was misrepresented by the probation officer who had not 

bothered to ask, emboldening Miller’s preconception that Asian Americans often go unnoticed 

by others; furthermore, the absence of research about Asian Americans and sexual assault 

indicates a widespread oversight of the community. In order to move towards a culture that does 

not tolerate rape in any form, victims in all communities must be heard from. Alongside accounts 

of victims of all sexes, gender identities, and races, victims of lower socioeconomic status 

deserve equal attention. Schwarz, Baum, and Cohen discuss how socioeconomic status operates 

as a particularly unique variable.  

 Unlike sex and race, socioeconomic status (SES) is not something that has a biological 

basis. Therefore, the researchers say, “a high SES is ‘interpreted as an achieved rather than an 

ascribed status and thus, unlike race, as a reflection of the character of the defendant’ (Gleason 

and Harris 1975). In other words, male suspects with high SES are often assumed to be 

“desirable” to women, such that rape seems out of character—or ‘unnecessary’—for them. As a 

result, cases involving a defendant with a high SES in their communities tend to be judged less 

harshly (Black and Gold 2008; Gleason and Harris 1975). Relatedly, women are sometimes 

accused of fabricating accusations of rape by high SES perpetrators in order to gain money, 

publicity, or status” (6). Not only does a high SES improve one’s image to the public, 

positioning them as a desirable member of society, but it also means one can afford a better legal 

defense. As Miller writes, “money [can] make the cell doors swing open,” referencing the 

$150,000 bail Turner’s family posted less than twenty-four hours after his arrest (Know My 

Name 23). Turner, who meets all of the privileged categories put forth by the researchers, a 
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white, high SES male who is also young, athletic, and well educated, is described favorably by 

the media throughout Miller’s narrative.  

 On the day the jury found Turner guilty of three felonies, Miller recalls reading an article 

in The Washington Post containing the lament of his sister for Brock’s lost potential. The book 

reads,  

His sister wrote, Goodbye to the Olympics. Goodbye to becoming an orthopedic surgeon… 

I found his résumé in the probation officer’s report. At the time of the assault, he had 

worked as a lifeguard for two years and then at a store called Speedy Feet. But I never read 

this anywhere. He was not forced to acknowledge the facts of his present. He was talked 

about in terms of his lost potential, what he would never be, rather than what he is. They 

spoke as if his future was patiently waiting for him to step into it. Most of us understand 

that your future is not promised to you. It is constructed day by day, through the choices 

you make. Your future is earned, little by little, through hard work and action. If you don’t 

act accordingly, that dream dissolves. If punishment is based on potential, privileged 

people will be given lighter sentences. Brock was shielded inside projections of what 

people like him grow up to become, or are supposed to become. Orthopedic surgeon. 

Biomedical engineer. All-American Athlete. Olympian. The judge argued he’d already lost 

so much, given up so many opportunities. What happens to those who start off with little 

to lose? Instead of a nineteen-year-old Stanford athlete, let’s imagine a Hispanic nineteen-

year-old working in the kitchen of the fraternity commits the same crime. Does this story 

end differently? Does The Washington Post call him a surgeon? (281-282) 

Miller emphasizes the essence of the judgements made based on one’s race, SES, youth, gender, 

and other factors – they are indicators of one’s potential. If one is a white, wealthy, young, 

athletic male, a Brock Turner, say, then they are understood as having enormous potential. His 

future is his to lose, so to speak. But even when he does just that, act in a way that is not 
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conducive to a successful future by raping an unconscious woman, the pain felt by the public is 

the pain and sadness of his lost potential. I return to an earlier quote by Miller who says,  

I wondered if, in their eyes, the victim remained stagnant, living forever in that twenty-

minute time frame. She remained frozen, while Brock grew more and more multifaceted, 

his stories unfolding, a spectrum of life and memories opening up around him. He got to 

be a person. Where was her redemption story? Nobody talked about the things she might 

go on to do. I had laid my suffering bare, but I lacked a key element. The judge had given 

Brock something that would never be extended to me: empathy. My pain was never more 

valuable than his potential. (241) 

This understanding of Emily Doe as a passive victim acted upon by Brock Turner, a full person 

identified as many things and someone with seemingly enormous potential, is an example of the 

“either/or” binary that McKenzie-Mohr attempts to trouble in narratives of sexual assault.  

 By disrupting the expected narratives of sexual assault, the accounts that would adhere to 

the “legitimate rape” scenario, and allowing space for victims to reframe their own sexual assault 

narratives, a greater understanding of victims’ experience is achieved. With so many binaries 

already built into the “legitimate rape” scenario, black vs. white, man vs. woman, pure vs. 

impure, McKenzie-Mohr suggests victims retell their narratives with “both/and” frameworks 

instead of “either/or” frameworks. McKenzie-Mohr states that “taking up a number of discursive 

tools, women in this study rejected inadequate discursive framing by engaging in ‘both/and’ 

counter-storying; they positioned themselves as both active agents in their everyday lives and 

also as impacted by powerful external forces” (76). The result of this discursive change allows 

victims to understand their existence in contradictory states, ones where they feel both powerful 

and powerless. McKenzie-Mohr describes the benefit of counter-storying dominant, binary 

narratives, saying, “by storying themselves as both active agents and acted upon, they validated 
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their rape experiences and defended their integrity, while asserting their ability to take charge of 

their lives” (77). Emily Doe’s victim impact statement operates as one such counter-story. For 

many victims, Emily Doe’s powerful expression of victimhood allowed greater understanding 

and validation for their own experiences that deviated from the dominant narrative of sexual 

assault.  

 By positioning Emily Doe as both victim and hero, silenced and outspoken, no one and 

anyone, Miller was able to counter the exclusionary narrative that rape culture would impose on 

her and instead present the story of a woman who lived in a state of contradiction. Just as 

Offred’s identity allows June to survive in Gilead and subvert the oppressive norms of the 

regime, Emily Doe’s identity allowed Chanel Miller to broadcast her story that challenges 

preconceived notions strongly held within rape culture without exposing her primary identity to 

criticism. Further, just as Offred poses the question of what, as a society, are we willing to 

forgive, Miller similarly asks her reader, “In this system, who is untouchable? Who is 

disposable? Whose lives are we intent on preserving? Who goes unaccounted for? Who is the 

true disrupter, the one firing, the one fingering, who created a problem where there never was 

one?” (Know My Name 282). Emily Doe’s victim impact statement helped shift the conversation 

away from a narrow understanding of sexual assault to one that includes more victims and allows 

them space to create their own narratives. This is the foundation on which the #MeToo 

movement was created.  

 The phrase itself “me too” offers interesting linguistic flexibility that prior cultural 

narratives did not allow. Miller discusses this: “The Me Too movement, started by Tarana Burke, 

made visible the overwhelming number of situations where assault and harassment happen, the 

way violence is embedded in our day-to-day lives, pointed out countless conversations and 
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gestures we’d been taught to write off as insignificant. Me Too is a tail-end phrase, meant to be 

tacked on, in addition to. It is inextricable from a greater mass, immune to isolation” (290). She 

continues to detail how simply using the words “me too” functions to situate an individual as a 

part of a greater whole, one where she is understood without the need to detail her experience. I 

stop to note quickly that I am using (and have used) feminine pronouns (she/her) to refer to 

victims, but victims can be of any biological sex or gender identity and be equally as valid. 

Schwarz and colleagues even noted in their study that when the victim of a sexual assault was 

male, the victim was less likely to be believed; they say “male-on-male rape remains stigmatized 

and is complicated by persistent norms of masculinity…[one] respondent noted how implausible 

male-on-male rape seemed to him: ‘None of these cases are realistic as far as I’m concerned. 

What kind of guy is going to let himself be raped by another guy?’” (9). So, while this thesis 

does specifically address the experience of female victims of sexual assault as well as use 

feminine pronouns to discuss victim experiences, all victims are included in the phrase “me too” 

and it is not intended to be confined by sex or gender. The import of hearing stories from sexual 

assault victims is precisely why Chanel Miller wrote Know My Name.  

 At the end of her memoir, Miller explains the importance of victims sharing their stories. 

She says she wishes she had been able to write on a different topic, but “this was the topic [she] 

was given” and therefore it is her job “to observe, feel, document, report. What am I learning and 

seeing that other people can’t see? What doorways does my suffering lead to? People sometimes 

say, I can’t imagine. How do I make them imagine? I write to show how victims are treated at 

this moment in time, to record the temperature of our culture” (315). A 2008 article entitled 

“Representing Selves, Reconstructing Lives: Feminist Group Work with Women survivors of 

Male Violence” tells how “hearing each other’s similar stories validates each member’s own, 
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providing for all members the relief inherent in a not-just-me experience” (Wood 6). The “not-

just-me experience” is perhaps just a slightly lengthier way of stating “me too” before #MeToo 

existed. This ideological predecessor exhibits the growth of movements over time and highlights 

how the cultural shift happening now belongs to a larger history of subtle progress. As Miller 

says concerning this topic,  

History is where you will find people who have been through what you’re experiencing. 

Not only been there but survived it. Not only survived it but changed it. Whose struggles 

informed them. History shows you what people have endured before you…History shows 

that if you were in the minority, if no one believed you, it didn’t mean you were wrong. 

Rather, it meant society was slow to catch up to you. And if those in the minority did not 

buckle, did not give up their truths, the world would shift below their feet. (316).  

Things certainly have been changing.  

 

Conclusion 

 The trial of Brock Turner and his lenient sentencing sent shockwaves through the 

country. Demands for change were loud and criminal justice reform was at the forefront of the 

conversation: the judge, Aaron Persky, that presided over the case was recalled, the first judge in 

California to face such a consequence in over 80 years; mandatory minimum sentencing was 

enacted within four months of the sentencing decision; California law was changed to close a 

loophole “in which penetrative sexual assault could be punished less harshly if the victim was 

too intoxicated to physically resist;” and the legal definition of “rape” was expanded to include 

penetration by a foreign object (Astor; Ford). Miller was seeing the world shift beneath her feet. 

Reflecting on these changes over time, Miller thinks of her great-grandmother in China: “I 

thought of the two things she would say every time I visited, You have pretty dimples! And huge 
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feet! Her grandma’s feet had been bound. Four-inch feet, and now mine, size 9½. Every 

generation, we get a little more free” (326). Perhaps it was her big feet that kept her standing.  

 Miller concludes her narrative by returning to the beginning. She says, “I began this story 

alone as a half-naked body. I remembered nothing. There was so much I did not know. I was 

forced to fight, in a legal system I did not understand, the bald judge in the black robe, the 

defense attorney with narrow glasses… One by one they became powerless, fell away, and when 

the dust settled, I looked around to see who was left. Only Emily Doe” (328). Emily got up, 

survived, and testified. Her story is what demanded change, her voice broadcast and uplifted, 

breaking the silence that allowed the false idea that victims are powerless, too emotional, and too 

broken to deserve justice. I return to Miller’s emphasis on history, on the ones who walked 

before.  

 There was a time in American history when Chanel Miller’s book would have never been 

written. If it had been written, it would have never been published. If it had been published, it 

would have never been read. If it had been read, it would have never been believed. We are in a 

cultural moment wherein the story of an anonymous, unconscious victim of sexual assault behind 

a dumpster has been read by the current President of the United States and lauded as a testament 

of strength. She has not only gained the property of herself that the women of early America 

fought for, but she has had that ownership stolen and regained. In this reclamation of self, Miller 

learns her own strength, fitting back together the parts of herself that had been broken and 

cracked, lining them with gold. Through her courage, her willpower, and her story, Chanel 

Miller proves what fellow sexual assault survivor Hannah Gadsby professes: “There is nothing 

stronger than a broken woman who has rebuilt herself” (Bryan). 
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CONCLUSION 

 In this thesis, I have shown how the trauma of sexual assault paired with an environment 

that is unsympathetic to the victim’s needs can lead to a splitting of the female self and the 

production of dual identities. The new identity that appears as a consequence of the assault can 

be repurposed to serve as a protective identity against the same oppressive environment that 

necessitates it. Once the individual has been able to establish their victim’s voice through 

storytelling, their identities can integrate. Essential to this process is the ability to constitute the 

victim identity through language. Unfortunately, this opportunity is not guaranteed to all victims 

equally.   

 Offred who exists in the fictional Republic of Gilead must be either captured or rescued 

before she is able to tell her “tale.” Chanel Miller, for her part, lives in contemporary America, 

but had to endure an eighteen-month trial before her rapist was convicted and she was allowed to 

voice her story in court. Each woman braves sexist oppression and thoroughgoing efforts to 

silence them in order to testify about what they had endured. One is left wondering how many 

victims were never given an opportunity to speak.  

One young woman in modern day Australia has spent years fighting for her right to share 

her story. Grace Tame was only fifteen years old when she was groomed and assaulted by a male 

math teacher at her high school. For years, Tame was silenced by an outdated law that prevented 

her from speaking publicly about her assault. Her abuser, however, was free to brag about his 

abuse of Tame online while she was legally required to remain silent. Tame has fought for years 

in the Tasmanian Supreme Court, an expensive and traumatic experience, for her right to share 

her story. Along with journalist Nina Funnell, Tame founded the #LetHerSpeak campaign to 

advocate for legal changes that would remove the barriers from victims (Knowles). This 
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campaign received strong support from the #MeToo movement. In August 2019, after nearly a 

decade in court, thousands of dollars in legal bills, and hundreds of thousands of signatures on 

petitions, Tame was granted an exemption to the gag law that prevented her ability to speak 

(Maria). In early 2020, the Tasmanian government amended the Evidence Act that prohibited 

survivors from sharing their stories. In January 2021, Grace Tame was named Australian of the 

year. In her acceptance speech, Tame tells the audience how her teacher told her to not make a 

sound while he raped her. Speaking loudly and clearly into the microphone in front of the nation, 

Tame said, “Well hear me now, using my voice, amongst a growing chorus of voices that will 

not be silenced. Let’s make some noise, Australia” (Gailberger). Tame had fought for years for 

the simple right to share her story, but her struggle and success only further emphasizes the 

obstacles that prevent many survivors from being heard.  

 This epidemic of sexual violence that has become even more visible with #MeToo and 

#LetHerSpeak makes clear the need to uplift the voices of survivors. It is our duty to not only 

stand with survivors, but to listen to and amplify their words. Victims are frequently relegated to 

the isolation of silence. Empowering victims in every way can help to ensure that in the future, 

there are fewer victims altogether.  
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